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ARE YOU READY?
THE 2016 TOURNAMENT SEASON IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER—IS IT YOUR TIME IN THE SPOTLIGHT?

LAS VEGAS 

EASTER SHOWDOWN

MARCH 24-26, 2016

H-TOWN CLASSIC

HOUSTON

APRIL 15-17, 2016

LAS VEGAS 

GRAND OPENING

APRIL 15-17,2016

LAS VEGAS 

LIVE

JULY 13-17, 2016

ORLANDO SUMMER 

CLASSIC

JULY 6-10, 2016

KINGWOOD CLASSIC 

HOUSTON

APRIL 22-24, 2016

LAST CALL

LAS VEGAS

JULY 25-27, 2016

LAS VEGAS

CLASSIC

JULY 20-24, 2016

NCAA PERIOD FOR COLLEGE COACHES

BIGFOOTHOOPS.COM
(713) 524-3036
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ROSTER
32. I Got This
Learn from one of the game’s ground- 

breaking big men while serving as the  

centerpiece of a franchise’s rebuild?  

Karl-Anthony Towns accepts the challenge.

36. Growth Chart
From Nets afterthought to key Jazz man, 

Derrick Favors’ career trajectory has 

steadily gone in the right direction. 

42. No Ceilings 
Even if you were one of the experts/fans who 

thought the Knicks made the right decision 

when drafting Kristaps Porzingis, there’s no 

way you knew he’d be so good, so fast. 

48. Antidote 
How does a misunderstood baller who plays 

in Sacramento get his just due? DeMarcus 

Cousins says it’s all about channeling the 

late Al Davis: Just win, baby. 

56. Ty Dolla Sign 
While many of his former college contem-

poraries found fame in the NBA, ex-BC star 

Tyrese Rice has earned renown—and a 

whole lotta money—playing overseas.

58. The Zen Masters 
We took a trip to observe basketball in 

Tibet, where the game is given a spiritual 

weight we totally appreciate.

64. Salute  
They’ve been forgotten compared to the 

ABA teams who joined the NBA, but lack 

of attention doesn’t diminish all that the 

straight-shooting Kentucky Colonels  
accomplished in their ’70s heyday.

PG. 48

Debating who the best  
big man in the L is?  
DeMarcus Cousins has  
no doubts.  

no. 195 |  MARCH 2016
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PG. 76 

A better-shooting John Wall? 
Future Kentucky Wildcat  
De’Aaron Fox says  
that’s the correct comp.

FRONTCOURT
12. Trash Talk
Well, we’ve had better-loved covers than 

James Harden, but we’re gonna blame 

Daryl Morey and the Rockets for that.

15. Hype 
Going back to when the Brooklyn Nets 

were hip, Kobe Bryant had no Chips 

and Nik Stauskas would ball even after 

a temperature dip. Plus Ron Baker, 

Kyrie Irving and some sinister NOYZ. 

30. Slamadamonth 
We didn’t think Da Kid would ever get 

another one of these.

BACKCOURT
68. The Fan
So, you’re an All-Star? Now you can 

dress the part. 

70. Kicks On Court 
So shiny.

72. Kicks Of Court 
Something for everyone.

73. Kicks Extra 
From Super Bowl 50 to the latest Kobe 

shoe, Nike is keeping winter warm.  

74. Punks 
Digging deep with the New York RENS, 

plus the fantastic Mr. Fox is joined by 

Erin Boley, Markelle Fultz, Kyle Guy and 

Shamorie Ponds.   

81. Frozen Moment
What up, Cuz?

no. 195 |  MARCH 2016
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OFF THE BENCH COURTNEY BARNETT
Working out of The Enthusiast Network offce in Carlsbad, CA, Courtney Barnett 

(not to be confused with the recent Grammy-nominated Australian singer/song-

writer) is the SLAM Web Producer, or in layman’s terms, our web wizard. Courtney 

assists us with all of our premium online content needs, which you hopefully notice 

everytime you read/look at one of our cover stories on SLAMonline. When she’s 

not building fancy stories for us, Courtney contributes to other TEN brands like 

TransWorld SKATEboarding, TransWorld SNOWboarding, POWDER and TransWorld 
Business. Out of work, Courtney enjoys watching the Golden State Warriors, paint-

ing, hanging with her rescue dog and enjoying the San Diego weather.

THE  
SIXTH  
MAN

S
urely you have 

noticed that the 

NBA’s National 

TV schedule does 

not exactly distinguish 

itself with originality 

when it comes to lineups. 

And yes...I know that 

League Pass gets more 

popular every year, 

that now you can order 

individual games, and 

that mad kids just stream 

games illegally. Still, there 

is no doubt that games 

on ESPN and TNT (and 

ABC for the latter part 

of the year) still have the 

largest audiences by far. 

The ratings say it and the 

social media interaction 

says it (we can tell, now 

that we’ve fully adopted 

24-7 Tweeting, Facebook-

ing and posting—please tell me you’ve noticed it!). And these games feature, well, a lot of 

the same teams.

Clippers-Spurs. Cavs-Warriors. Spurs-Rockets. Lakers-Clippers. Thunder-Lakers. Cavs-

Spurs. Lakers-Warriors. Rockets-Clippers. Rockets-Lakers. Clippers-Cavs. Warriors-Bulls. 

Bulls-Cavs. Bulls-Lakers. These are all real games on true national TV in the several weeks 

surrounding this issue’s release. It’s like the channels and the NBA put the same eight 

teams in a blender and spit out various match-ups. I get it. These are rivals or “hot” teams 

featuing “hot” players. Honestly, for better or worse, it’s not too different from the way 

SLAM has put out covers over the years...which can feel with distance and a time-lapse tool 

something like: MJ, Iverson, Kobe, MJ, LeBron, Iverson, Kobe, Curry, LeBron, Kobe, Curry. 

Rinse, repeat. It’s business. But sometimes you gotta have some fun, too.

And sometimes fun comes in the form of a late-night Knicks at Kings game, somehow 

chosen by the NBA and Turner folks as worthy of that coveted national TV exposure. And 

sometimes, the players in such a rarely spotlighted matchup need their chance on a cover, 

too. So behold, SLAM fans young and old, two beautifully shot (thanks always, Atiba and 

Tom!) covers (generally speaking, Kristaps will be on stands in the Mid-Atlantic states and 

Boogie everywhere else, but they’ll both be available for purchase via SLAMonline) of guys 

who have never been on their own cover from teams that rarely have been. Hope you like.

Peace,

Ben Osborne
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Actually, little dude learned it from you. 

And if you smoke cigarettes, your little 

brother may learn how to do that 

from you too.  
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I’ll give you Swish on offense but 

it’s more like vanish on defense.

GARY LEUNG // VIA FACEBOOK

More like: Run into people, fop, 

complain and shoot free throws. 

NICO JIMENEZ // VIA FACEBOOK

Lmao at all the hate for a guy 

that has so much talent. Lol! Go 

James Harden and go Rockets!

CALEB SANCHEZ // VIA FACEBOOK

So, that is a really nice James 

Harden cover. Great article, 

too. But where are my Hornets 

at?!?! They are doing well right 

now but not getting any love in 

SLAM. Can I see a little some-

thing on them in the mag soon? 

That’s all I ask.

DUSTIN G. // QUINCY, FL

I gotta thank you guys for help-

ing keep my sanity while I do 

my four-year bid in the isolation 

of a maximum-security prison. 

SLAM has given me so much 

dope-ass photography to post 

up on the wall of my recording 

studio when I get home in 2018. 

Y’all are like Tumblr to prison-

ers of this corrupt “justice” 

system. So how about those 

Sac-Town Kings? They look like 

contenders on paper. George 

Karl, Rondo, McLemore, Boogie 

and Rudy! They can do some 

damage if they can play as 

good as they look. If the Kings 

can run a system anywhere 

close to the one Karl ran with 

the SuperSonics or one like 

Golden State ran with Run-

TMC, I don’t think they’ll fnish 

any lower than the 4-seed in 

the West. Rondo has nothing 

but scorers around him. All 

he has to do is defend, tell his 

team where to be, pass and 

get to the line. No reason he 

shouldn’t average a career-high 

in assists and free-throw at-

tempts. If Rudy Gay is ever go-

ing to be the Dominique Wilkins 

or Latrell Sprewell we know he 

can be, this is the team to do it 

with. If he put up a consistent 

17 ppg, 4 rpg, and  

4 apg, he’ll be an 

All-Star. Ben 

McLemore 

can play a role like Iggy on the 

Championship team (defend 

and get in where you ft in). 

Ben should have infnity oops 

to catch from Rondo and open 

shots to take. Boogie needs to 

be the emotional leader and 

channel his passion like Sir 

Charles or KG. The Kings have 

potential. They need to make a 

move for a center with a defen-

sive skill set like Dieng, Robin 

Lopez, John Henson or even 

Larry Sanders (wherever he 

is). They should also acquire 

a veteran like Elton Brand or 

Baron Davis for mentoring. 

Salaam SLAM!

HAKEEM “ATM ESCOBAZZ” TURE // 

MENARD, IL

#timing.—Ed.

STAR POWER…

Being his last season, I think 

Kobe would’ve been a better 

cover despite the stats that 

Harden is putting up.

JESSE PEREZ // VIA FACEBOOK

Re. your player ranking in Issue 

193 and your listing LeBron 

James as the best on the 

planet: I believe that Stephen 

Curry is the best player on the 

planet. He won MVP in 2015 

and he is the best three-point 

shooter on the planet. Stephen 

Curry is not a dirty player. 

PERIOD!! Stephen Curry is the 

best basketball player EVER!!!

MARQUIS SANDERS // C/O MRS. 

LYNNSEY BROWNFIELD’S CLASS, URBANA 

MIDDLE SCHOOL, URBANA, IL

Greetings SLAM, from the gulag 

that is Millhaven, located in the 

uber racist city of Bath, Ontario, 

just outside of Kingston. Clearly 

nobody in SLAM-land has heard 

of either of these two shitty 

cities lol. James Harden signing 

with adidas is big news, as they 

load up on talent. James Harden 

Reebok Pumps is what must be 

made! I love the Pumps!

It’s ironic that in SLAM 193, 

you showed love to wheelchair 

ballers when here Chris Bird 

(no relation to Larry lol) and his 

schmuck sidekicks be attacking 

and pepperspraying disabled 

inmates while handcuffed 

THE HARD WAY
Very nice cover with Harden on it...though it’s 
probably just another thing for him to brag 
about. This dude is good, but he thinks he is  
the best in the League, better then Curry and 
LeBron? Smh. I only worship one player, and 
that’s Kristaps Porizingis. Keep it real SLAM.
Justin Miller-Fraser // via email

TRASH 
TALK

TAG YOUR PICS  

#MYSLAM

SLAMONLINE.COM

     @slamonline

   facebook.com/SLAMMagazine

   slamonline.tumblr.com

   pinterest.com/slamonline

   slammagazine

INSTAGRAM  
OF THE MONTH 

@scottmlandry 
#kobebryant had a #throw-
back game last night and 
this pic is a #throwback to 
the frst time I read about 
him when he was in HS in 
#slammagazine #tbt
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behind the back. That article 

was good. God knows playing 

basketball while able-bodied is 

tough enough but doing it in a 

wheelchair is some really diff-

cult stuff! I liked the LeBron and 

Curry covers, shoes and articles. 

Two posters of Steph was sick! 

Thank God SLAM stopped call-

ing LeBron “The Chosen One.” 

I loved the Cam Newton piece; 

he was my favorite QB when 

he was at Auburn and he got 

drafted to my favorite team, the 

Panthers! Apparently they’re 

the only undefeated NFC team 

left in the NFL! Nice Top 50 list, 

but Dragic ahead of Rondo? 

Come on, SLAM. Looks like it’s 

gonna be the Cavs vs GS again 

or San Antonio this year in the 

Finals. How was B. Knight not on 

your Top 50? That’s all for now, 

adios from the slammer lol. 

JOHN “JOHNNY BOUNCE” BOUKHALFA // 

REPPING TORONTO IN THE MIDDLE OF 

NOWHERE! 

SLAM 193 with Steph on the 

front was defnitely worth buy-

ing. I love how he’s so humble 

but still hungry to obtain another 

Chip. I’ve been reading SLAM 

since KG and Stephon Marbury 

donned the cover and I think 

next issue you should put an ar-

ticle on my Brooklynite Stephon 

or his cousin Sebastian Telfair.

FRESH BUGATTI // BROOKLYN, NY

Appreciate the love but if you read 

SLAM that closely you’d know we did 

features on Steph recently (190) and 

Bassy not long before that (170).—Ed. 

First off, shout out to Rochester, 

NY. I love my city. I’m 25 and 

I have three beautiful boys 

(Lapriest, Amour’I, Amire) that 

I hope/pray will one day be 

blessed with enough game to be 

in a SLAM mag. Y’all mag gives 

youth positive infuence that’s 

defnitely needed nowadays. 

Didn’t have a father fgure or 

role model growing up. But I 

plan to (with a SLAM subscrip-

tion) be a positive father fgure 

to help my boys achieve a good 

education and solid ball game. 

Just want to say good look for 

making this mag bro. Pics of my 

kids on my IG @smooth_adams.

ANTHONY “SMOOTH” ADAMS // SHU-200 

GOUVERNEUR, NY

P.S. I hope this lands in a future 

mag so I can show the kids my 

love.

Kobe just announced this 

season will be his last. As a man 

who remembers vividly playing 

with him and the Lakers on NBA 

Live ’96 for the Sega Genesis 

game system, I fnd myself a 

little sad. I anticipated that this 

season would be it given how 

he’s looked and how his team 

has looked, but actually hearing 

it come from him has me feeling 

a little down. I didn’t know much 

about him until he played in the 

1996-97 Rookie Game against 

my favorite player of all time, 

Allen Iverson. I became a fan 

during his second season. The 

only time I haven’t wished him 

well was obviously when he and 

the Lakers played Iverson and 

the Sixers in the 2001 Finals. 

He’s caught a lot of criticism 

for the diffcult shots he takes 

(and often makes). He’s been 

criticized for not passing 

enough. He’s been criticized for 

being aloof. People have tried to 

diminish his accomplishments 

by saying, “He’ll never be Jor-

dan.” I’m guilty myself. But as 

I sit here refecting on his Hall 

of Fame career, all I can think 

about are the thrilling moments 

he’s provided me for almost 20 

years. The League is in good 

hands with LeBron, Steph, KD, 

Russ, CP3, AD and the other 

stars. But it just won’t be the 

same without 24. I’ll miss him. 

BRODERICK SIMPSON //

WASHINGTON, NC

I have been subscribed to 

SLAM for as long as I can 

remember and can safely say 

it’s the best magazine on the 

planet. But when I was reading 

the latest issue with Curry on 

the cover, my eyes rolled. I’m 

a huge LeBron fan and think 

that he is the still the face of 

the NBA and will be for years to 

come. So when I was reading 

through the “What a Time to 

Be Alive” article, I came across 

something I have never seen in 

a SLAM mag before. Writer Abe 

Schwadron basically stated 

that if one is not a fan of Curry, 

then one is “an un-American 

fun-hating loser with no ap-

preciation for the aesthetic 

beauty of basketball.” I mean, 

un-American? Come on now, 

I’ve been born and raised in 

America for my whole 20 years 

and enjoy every day of our na-

tion’s freedom. Not to get too 

political in a hoop mag, but get 

real, man. 

WESLEY // VIA EMAIL

DZ wants you to get political, 

man. —Ed. 

My son, Carter Seeliger (10 

years old) wanted to send this 

drawing to SLAM. He loves your 

publication!

KAY SEELIGER // TX

We love your work, Carter! 

(above)—Ed. 

The sun rise and the sun set 

as summer exits a cool breeze.  

The school bus idles and ex-

haust looks like dragon’s breath 

foating into the sky. The as-

phalt of the playground freezes 

and steams, ice cycles shine like 

prisms from the rim, and the net 

frozen in form. Inside there is an 

oven with no food, its warmth 

heats the Keys to the Kingdom 

in the image of this leather 

basketball. The sound of the 

snow shovel stops scrapping in 

exchange for the bounce of the 

ball.  There’s a Coal Shovler in 

your stomach that stokes the 

fres of your hoop dreams and 

desires. A fre that burns beyond 

the coldness of this court......

echoing the howl, breaking the 

silence of this place.  Far out in 

the distance you can hear the 

Wolf’s Howl, deep from within 

his Basketball Soul....his eyes 

focused and ready once again 

for the war. The Legend of Kevin 

Garnett.

MIKE VERDERBER // VIA EMAIL

Calm down, Mike.—Ed.

SEND LETTERS TO: TRASH TALK, C/O SLAM 261 Madison Avenue, 6th foor, NY, NY, 10016 

MESSAGE US ON FACEBOOK OR EMAIL US AT: trashtalk@enthusiastnetwork.com (We may edit letters to ft.)
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RULE THE COURT.
THE CLASSIC RETURNS APRIL 22-24, 2016

BIGFOOTHOOPS.COM                                                     (713) 524-3036
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Is this a prayer session? If so, it’s 

appropriate. I mean, seriously, 

gang, what happened? Where’s 

the confdence, the presence, 

the power, the titles, the buzz, 

the pizzazz? Things were bet-

ter than this in Newark. Heck, 

things were better than this in 

good old Teaneck, back when 

you started in the American 

Basketball Association in 1967 

as the Americans.

The Nets came to Brooklyn 

in 2012, after what seemed like 

a hundred years of planning and 

moving around, and there in the 

centrally located, spanking-new 

Barclays Center, the place with 

every subway and commuter 

train in the world underneath 

and Manhattan just across 

the East River, the Nets were 

supposed to light the way for 

Brooklyn itself, suddenly the 

hippest place on Earth. It didn’t 

happen. Man, how it didn’t 

happen.

No titles, no chemistry, no 

glory, no Knicks-destroying 

dynasty. Only a fading hum that 

started as a D train roar  

of excitement. And there 

are some horrendous player 

contracts, ridiculous trades and 

acquisitions that have come 

along the way. Plus lots of man-

agement pleas of, “Stick with 

us, fans!” The Barclays Center, 

for sure, is great for concerts, 

and there’s even a pro hockey 

team—the Islanders—there now 

(though the arena wasn’t built 

properly for an NHL rink and 

stands).

But the basketball, the 

sport that majority owner and 

Russia’s third-wealthiest man 

Mikhail Prokorov bragged was 

going to be the best anywhere 

in fve years? Hoo-ha. The Nets 

battle cry should be, “Thank 

God for the 76ers!” As I write 

this, the Nets are 4-13, right 

down in the muck with the 

Pelicans and Kobe-sagging 

Lakers. They’re in second 

to last place in the Eastern 

Conference, trailed only by the 

aforementioned 76ers, a pickup 

team that somehow snuck into 

the League. 

It would be foolish to list 

everything that has helped pop 

the Nets dream, that contrib-

uted to a promising 49-33 start 

in 2012 but led to last year’s 

blah 38-44 record and this sea-

son’s mess. But consider this a 

start: thinking an “oligarch” can 

outspend everybody for talent, 

having four head coaches in 

four years, trading high picks 

for fossils like Kevin Garnett 

and Paul Pierce, letting general 

manager Billy King play darts 

with deals, thinking point guard 

Deron Williams was a leader, 

and selling Julius Erving to 

the—No!—76ers. OK, that last 

boo-boo occurred when the 

Nets left the ABA for the NBA 

almost 40 years ago and the 

76ers weren’t a legendarily bad 

team. But sometimes odors 

linger—no matter how cool your 

Jay-Z-designed uniforms and 

herringbone hardwood might 

be. Or how sweet was the hype.

INSIDE: TIM DUNCAN visits the past’s future /// KYRIE IRVING goes under /// NIK STAUSKAS talks pre-“Sauce” days /// The original RON BAKER (what up, Narwhals?!) + more...

HYPE

THE OPENING TIP
Always by Rick Telander
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IN YOUR FACE

HYPE

We’re saving most of our Kobe platitudes for what we hope will be one of the best special issues we’ve ever done, but for now let’s just say we have nothing 

but love for the guy who brilliantly bridged the game from MJ to LeBron and gave us an incredible array of memorable covers. Much respect, dude…..Our big-

gest sadness related to his career is that we never saw him and Bron in an NBA Finals. Word to Issue 129…..Maybe we’ll get a second Bron-Curry one to make up 

The Philadelphia 76ers are rebuilding 

and appear nowhere close to making 

the Playoffs. Just don’t tell Robert 

Covington. 

“We have a good core group of 

guys that work really hard,” Covington 

says. “And a great coach that pushes 

us. Once we have experience as a unit, 

I think we can be special.”

Covington played four seasons at 

Tennessee State, fnishing seventh on 

the school’s all-time list in scoring  

and rebounding, but he went un-

drafted in 2013. After signing with the 

Rockets, Covington played in seven 

games but spent most of the season 

with the D-League’s Rio Grande  

Valley Vipers, where the accolades 

rolled in. He was named D-League 

Rookie of the Year, named to the All-

NBA D-League First-Team and  

won MVP honors at the D-League 

All-Star Game. 

Despite that, in late October of 

2014—just prior to the start of a 

new season—he was waived by the 

Rockets and ended up in Philadelphia. 

For many on the outside looking in, 

joining the 76ers feels like purgatory. 

But for Covington, it was a chance to 

seize the opportunity to become an 

NBA regular. “Like my mom always 

told me, ‘One door closes, another one 

opens,’” Covington says.

In 70 games with the 76ers, 

Covington made 49 starts, scoring 

13.5 ppg and grabbing 4.5 rpg. He was 

10th in the League in three-pointers 

made with 167. In the offseason, coach 

Brett Brown spoke with Covington 

about taking on more of a leadership 

role. Even as players shuffe in and out 

as the 76ers tinker to fnd the right 

mix, Covington hopes he’ll be part of 

the long-term solution in Philadelphia. 

Wins are obviously hard to come 

by, but Covington won’t let that keep 

him down. He hit a bit of a shooting 

slump at the beginning of ’15-16, but 

his mindset remains on point: “Keep 

shooting,” he says. “You’re not going 

to miss everything.”—A L E X WO N G

i’ll show 
you 

ROBERT COVINGTON
Philadelphia 76ers, 6-9, F
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When Kobe frst announced his 
retirement...
I was surprised. I felt more like a fan. When 

he went off in Washington a few days after-

ward, I really felt like a fan. Just to really get 

to witness it and see it in person. Now it’s 

back to business as usual, though I will try 

to get some keepsakes from him here and 

there. 

Things are starting to come easier 
for me on the court, but it did take...
some time. I just had to get that experi-

ence frst. I had to fgure out the fow to the 

NBA game, the pace. Now that I’m working 

that out, everything is becoming a little bit 

easier out there and I’m playing with more 

confdence.

Going from starting to coming of 
the bench did…
catch me. That frst game after the move 

took some adjusting. Now, though, I under-

stand the bigger picture and Julius [Randle, 

who was also moved to the second unit by 

Coach Byron Scott] and I are communicating 

and building our relationship with each other. 

We defnitely see how we can get better 

from it.

My frst season playing in the NBA 
is going…
so, so quickly. I’ve already experienced, seen 

and learned a ton. Whether it’s from guys 

on the team or coaches or friends in the 

League and at home, I feel like I’ve grown a 

lot already. 

If I had to narrow it down, the best 
piece of advice I’ve gotten...
so far is that I can’t get caught up in the ups-

and-downs and in the media. I just have to 

get reps in every chance I can. Do that hard 

work and play like I can. Everything else will 

fgure itself out.

VAGUELY LITERARY

Line of the Month
BY SHANNON BOOHER

Tim Duncan, it’s been a pretty smooth ride for you in your bubble of San Antonio stability. It truly began as you were 
studying psychology in college, four years of commitment and the promise that you would deliver the goods at the next 
level. You’ve been through nearly two decades of NBA superstardom in the age of all-media everything with no signifcant 
drama. As the world turns sentimental about the polarizing Kobe Bryant on his retirement tour, you stay the course of 
your drama-free NBA life, never demanding a trade, killing a coach or chasing off an inadequate teammate. Your career 
has been more like a history textbook than a dramatic, emotionally riveting novel, and that approach has served you well.

But beware, even someone with a degree in psychology like yourself can learn from the classic dystopian genre 
standard Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. It was written back in the 1930s but presents a chilling vision of the future 
500 years from now. The emotions and passions of individuals are repressed in the name of consistency for society. It 
was a reaction by an English intellectual to the horrors he perceived in Henry Ford’s industrial America. In your world, the 

Popovich machine has been good for you, marching on, 
training the younger players with its message, keeping the 
bright lights like Kawhi from emoting, bringing passionate 
global performers like Manu and Tony into its structure. 
You belong to the world state. 

As the novel progresses, you will see both the positive 
and negative of being a part of a sophisticated engine 
of consistency. It takes many dramatic turns, as the 
world state is not a ft for all, and there are hints that it is 
unstable. While your run of success has been incredible, 
there are times when your more outwardly passionate ri-
vals have taken you down in the Playoffs. As you look down 
the road this year, with LaMarcus Aldridge at your side as 
what many thought to be an unfair advantage for the San 
Antonio machine, the Golden State Warriors and their joy-
ful spirited game have taken over. The sheer lunacy of the 
Clippers, wrestling-style villains on the Rockets, defant 
anger by the Thunder—they run counter to your model of 
poise and may somehow work against you. Can you rise to 
the challenge one more time, embracing the emotion you 
may need to battle them? As you make your way through 
your 19th NBA season, you have all the time in the world to 
read. The way Pop deploys his elder troops, we could fnd 
you sitting there in plain clothes reading a novel on the 
bench during a game. Brave New World is the right read for 
you at this time in your life.— SA M  RU B E N ST E I N

LYRICS OF THE MONTH: “Answer machine after seven 

rings, I’m Robert Horry,” “4:14 AM”; “Warrior like 

Stephen, Klay/With better aim,” “Syzygy”; “Can’t 

wait till a law get passed like Bob Cousy,” “Pendu-

lum”; “SuperSonic jersey, same one Shawn Kemp 

wore,” “MauSe: An American Tale”; “I’m a beast 

in the sport, nigga/I should rap with a T-Wolve 

jersey,” “Qasa”; Veteran NYC lyricist Mickey Factz 

drops a variety of NBA references spanning era 

and region on his latest mixtape, Y-3. WINTER HAS 

BEEN HERE OF THE MONTH: Factz’ career has been a 

success due to critical acclaim, but in the NBA 

it is all about the Playoffs and Chips. By that 

measure, the Minnesota Timberwolves, in the 

midst of a post-season drought spanning 11 sea-

sons, are the least successful team in the League 

over the past decade. The T-Wolves will probably 

extend that streak at least one more season, 

but with their young Rubio, Towns and Wiggins 

nucleus, the franchise is on the come up. Finish 

what he started, and make Flip proud, ’Sota.

D’ANGELO RUSSELL

ROOKIE DIARY with 

for it…..The Warriors certainly look ready to hold up their end of the bargain. Yikes!…..So is it Anta or anti?.....Y’all remember “Abrams Alerts”? Well, let’s just say there’s one for the next is-

sue of SLAM!.....The Hawks’ play of late makes us think that last year was a fuke. One thing that might reinvigorate their suddenly uninspired play: Free Dennis! Or, literally free him, 

by trading him elsewhere for a different valuable piece. If Jeff Teague is considered a better option over the Boy Genius, let him start elsewhere…..This just in: Daryl Morey still sucks…..
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HYPE
TRUE TO THE GAME

Ron Naclerio is truer to the game than anyone we know, honestly. Congrats to him on setting the PSAL win record! As proud as he is, we know his feelings around the record 

pale in comparison to his wins as the coach of the SLAM team at Rucker Park…..Speaking of the PSAL, what an epic undertaking running all the different leagues, plus sched-

uling, plus the website must be. Much respect…..Lastly, in case you were wondering who our favorite girls’ PSAL varsity team is, it’s Bronx Science. What up, Dr. Kim?!…..

SLAM: What are your earliest 

basketball memories?

NS: I grew up in Toronto and 

started playing at about 8 

years old. I was introduced to 

the game by my uncle. I actu-

ally have Lithuanian heritage 

and my uncle was running a 

Lithuanian club team in the 

area. By the time I was 8 years 

old, I was one of the taller kids, 

but I had never played before. 

So he invited me to come over 

and play, see if I like the game 

or not. I just happened to prac-

tice with them a few times and 

I guess I had a natural ability 

to play the game and I started 

falling in love with it. 

SLAM: How long until you 

started following the NBA?

NS: Probably a year or two 

after I started playing. I’d say, 

maybe, 9 or 10 years old was 

when I really got interested 

in the NBA and watching the 

Raptors. I started following 

guys like Vince Carter and Kobe 

and Allen Iverson and all those 

guys. I started covering my 

room in posters of those guys 

and getting all their jerseys and 

hanging them up on my wall.

SLAM: Do you remember a spe-

cifc poster you had hanging up?

NS: I used to subscribe to SLAM, 

and it wasn’t just the posters. 

I would just go through the 

magazine, and on every page, if 

there was a picture of a player, 

I would just cut out pictures 

and put it on my wall. My SLAM 

magazines ended up being all 

torn up because every page had 

something cut out of it and put 

on my wall. There was probably 

a two- or three-year period 

where I had every SLAM maga-

zine and every single one of the 

pictures and every single one of 

the posters on my wall. 

SLAM: What was the frst jersey 

you owned?

NS: No. 8, Lakers, Kobe Bryant.

SLAM: First sneakers?

NS: My dad’s real old school, and 

when I frst started playing on 

my club team, he looks at me 

and he goes, “You need a pair of 

real basketball shoes.” He takes 

me to the mall and he shows me 

a pair of Chuck Taylors. He was 

like, “This is what the real play-

ers played in back in the day. 

This is what you should play 

in.” I remember I showed up to 

tryouts and the coaches looked 

at me like, “You gotta get some 

real shoes. You’re gonna sprain 

your ankles.” My dad was like, 

“No, no, this is what you should 

be playing in.” I remember they 

made a big deal about it. They 

made me get new shoes before 

I started playing. But Chuck 

Taylors were my frst pair.

SLAM: First hoop? 

NS: A standard little, 9-foot 

plastic backboard in my front 

driveway. That’s what I had 

when I was really young.

SLAM: First basketball?

NS: Man, I can’t remember what 

the name is. I can see the ball, 

but I can’t remember the brand.

SLAM: Was it tough to play out-

side during Canadian winters?

NS: Seven months of the year 

it’s pretty bad. It just got to the 

point where we would always 

have to shovel the driveway, 

shovel the backyard or whatever 

it was. At one point, my dad 

bought a bunch of propane 

tanks and he hooked it up to 

this thing and it would blow 

out fre. It would get so cold 

outside that we would warm 

up our hands. The basketball 

would stop bouncing a lot of 

times [because] it’d be so cold. 

Looking back at it now—I was 

11 years old, and that was really 

dangerous.—A DA M  F I G M A N

Share your photo with  

#TrueToTheGame #Sweeps on 

Twitter and Instagram for a 

chance to win Spalding NBA 

product, exciting trips and more. 

Visit spaldingtruetothegame.com 

to get in the game.

PURPOSE
Nik Stauskas’ life has been all  
about hoops since he was  
a youngster growing up in Canada. 
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OFFICIAL BASKETBALL & BACKBOARD

GAMETO THE

r We are proud to be the ofcial basketball and backboard of the NBA. 
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THROWBACK  

HYPE

Shout out to our main man Rahim Thompson in Philly for being down since, literally, day one….Did you guys all cop your SLAM x Mr. Throwback hats yet? If not, hit up 

mrthrowback.com/product/slam-x-mr-throwback-snapback pronto!.....Incredibly cool to see former SLAM intern Sammy Newman-Beck working his way up the NBA 

coaching ranks. Look for him right behind the Timberwolves’ bench at every game, home and away…..When’s Eldon gonna get his turn though?.....Happy trails, Natalia…..

LIVE AT 
THE  
FORUM

The Lakers are synonymous with Champion-

ships and once-in-a-lifetime athletes like West, 

Baylor, Chamberlain, Abdul-Jabbar, Johnson, 

O’Neal and Bryant. The common denominator 

is the gold and forum purple uniforms that are 

known worldwide as basketball royalty.

Kobe Bryant has emerged from the Laker 

greats as an icon who transcends sports 

and pop culture. He has an approach that 

combines his rigid technique, drive and intel-

ligence into a relentless attack. He is both the 

teacher and the apprentice.

From the moment the Hornets traded him 

on Draft night, Kobe has cherished his roster 

spot as a Laker. Now in his fnal season, he 

reminisces about how it began. “That was a 

dream come true—that’s the same material 

that Magic used to wear, the original-original 

jersey,” Bryant says. “To put that on, with the 

mesh, and playing in The Forum, that’s what it 

was all about.”

The phrase “dream come true” sounds like 

something out of a Disney flm. But as cliché 

as it is, Bryant had always wanted to become 

a member of the Lakers, and he will soon close 

the book on what was a storied career. 

“It’s overwhelming, and it’s funny to say it, 

but I have seen him over the years in a Lakers 

jersey pretty much his whole life,” Kobe’s 

sister Sharia Washington says. “The only 

difference is that he was wearing a Lakers 

jersey with Johnson on the back, because 

that’s what he was always wearing. It was that 

jersey, a Lakers jacket and a Lakers warm-

up. It’s kind of a mix of emotions like I can’t 

believe this is happening, and then, well, yes, I 

can, because I had seen it for so long.”

The road to greatness began with a detour 

just shy of training camp. An unquenchable 

basketball thirst led Bryant to play any and 

everywhere. During a pickup game on Venice 

Beach, he fell and broke a bone in his left 

wrist, which would sideline him for several 

weeks, causing him to miss his frst camp and 

the exhibition schedule.

He eventually saw action in 71 games with 

six starts during that frst season. His aver-

ages of 7.6 ppg, 1.9 rpg and 1.3 apg showed a 

preview of what would become a stellar career. 

Coach Byron Scott marvels at Bryant: “I saw 

one other person that I have had a chance to 

be around for a number of years, that had the 

same type of drive, and that was Earvin.”

Playing in the Great Western Forum was 

a right of passage for the young guard. His 

heroes had all cut their teeth there. Bryant 

recalls his memories in the Lakers’ old resi-

dence, describing it as “beautiful—I couldn’t 

ever imagine being on the Forum foor. You 

know that’s where I saw all the magic happen, 

literally, and the classic All-Star Game—Jerry 

West with the shot to tie the game—and all 

that stuff. To be on that foor was such a 

special time for me.”

When the curtain falls for the fnal time, 

the Lakers will have the decision of when, and 

which number of Kobe’s to offcially retire. 

Considering all he’s accomplished, it’s safe to 

say both 8 and 24 could one day be hanging in 

the Staples Center rafters.—A N T H O N Y G I L B E RT

Kobe Bryant’s career 

started slow, but that rookie 

season built the founda-

tion for years and years of 

absolute greatness.
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I don’t want to go to games. 

I haven’t been to a game this 

season yet, but I will get some 

tickets and go. I’m always gonna 

support the Knicks. I’m a New 

York City kid, you know?

SLAM: You’ve really carved out 

your own lane as a BMX pro. As 

a kid growing up in Laurelton, 

just riding a bicycle around, did 

you ever think you’d be where 

you are now?

NS: No, BMX riding in NYC is 

super niche. Back then, we 

didn’t have all the skate parks 

we have now. In NYC, you have 

to navigate the streets and 

paint the city like it’s a canvas 

and your bike is the paintbrush. 

I didn’t take the conventional or 

traditional route to bike riding. 

I put my content out through 

the internet and social media 

and was able to just bubble up 

to a fanbase that turned from a 

local buzz to a global platform 

where people really respect 

what I do.

SLAM: Looks like that respect 

has led to some very cool things 

outside of the sport, too. 

NS: It has. But I’m a big fan of 

dudes like Pharrell, Jay Z and 

Kanye West because it was 

about more than just music  

for them. They do so many 

different things, and I’m a fan  

of that. Of course the bike and 

doing tricks is the core of  

what I do, but I’m into other 

things, like fashion, and I’ve 

been fortunate to be able to  

do that.— M AU R I C E  B O B B
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HYPE

RIDIN’ 
DIRTY 

If there’s a word that best 

describes professional BMX 

rider Nigel Sylvester, it’s this: 

trailblazer. Much like the vir-

tuosic improvisation of Russell 

Westbrook taking fight in the 

lane or Stephen Curry boogying 

behind the arc about to let one 

fy from deep, Sylvester’s fow 

on two wheels is, to quote Kid 

Cudi, “unfukwittable.” Whether 

he’s freestyling and popping 

wheelies through the chaotic 

streets of his native New York, 

riding his signature Brooklyn 

Machine Works bike alongside 

Pharrell Williams to the 2013 

MTV Video Music Awards or 

serving as brand ambassador to 

major companies like Nike and 

Casio, the 28-year-old taste-

maker from Jamaica, Queens, 

is always taking his sport to 

new heights. SLAM caught up 

with the viral video star to talk 

bikes, hoops and, of course, his 

beloved New York Knicks.

SLAM: At 5-9, 185 pounds, you’re 

built like more of a traditional 

athlete. Do you play ball?

NS: I do. I play ball every once 

and a while. As a kid I played 

more. I still go and shoot 

around. I enjoy the game, but 

because I’m always on my bike, 

I don’t play as much anymore.

SLAM: You’re a Knicks fan, right? 

NS: For me, I got certain players 

I follow more than teams, like 

LeBron James. I’m a big LeBron 

fan and a Chris Paul [fan]. 

Those are the top two players 

that I keep up with. But yeah, 

I’m always gonna root for the 

home team no matter how 

good or bad they’re playing. 

SLAM: You must be pretty opti-

mistic about Kristaps Porzingis.

NS: Yes. When everyone was boo-

ing him on Draft night, I was the 

type of dude that wanted to wait 

and see what he could do frst. I 

think he’s playing really well so 

far. He has a presence and he’s 

doing the damn thing, which is 

awesome. I’m really hoping he 

can mature and help the Knicks 

win a Championship. That’s 

always the goal, to win a chip.

SLAM: What do you think of the 

job Phil Jackson’s done so far?

NS: We expect more because he 

has such a résumé and such a 

past of greatness. He set such 

a high bar that he has to live up 

to. I feel like this team is differ-

ent than any other team that 

he’s been a part of, but it takes 

some time. I’m ready for him to 

make some strides.

SLAM: So have they made 

enough progress for you to go 

to a game this year?

NS: I’m not that type of fan to 

where if they’re not playing well, 

When he’s not 

tearing up  

the BMX circuit,  

Nigel Sylvester 

pays close 

attention to his 

hometown  

New York Knicks.  

DIME DROP

Jameel Warney, Stony Brook: Six outta six—also known as 100 percent. In 100 percent of the games 
Jameel Warney played so far this season, the Stony Brook senior fnished with a double-double. At the 
time of this writing, he’s averaging 18.2 points and 13.2 rebounds per game, placing him third in the 
nation for boards. In both categories, he’s improved from the start of his college career four years ago. 
In early December, he fnished a game with a career-high 9 blocks, and 
with each game, Warney makes a stronger and stronger case that he’s 
100 percent ft for the professional stage.
Kelsey Cruz, Fairleigh Dickinson: Dropping 41 in the opener of her 
senior year, Fairleigh Dickinson’s Kelsey Cruz sure started the season 
right! The 5-7 guard gave it her all in her fnal season opener of her 
college career as she recorded a career-high in points, topping her 
previous high of 35. As of presstime, she’s averaging slightly over 20 
points per—good for best scorer on her team and top 25 in the nation. 
Cruz started this season with a bang, and surely she plans to end with 
something just as great.— H A B E E BA H USA I N

The New York papers love this month’s Knicks cover subject so much that they should call him KrisTabs…..Honestly, how much cooler is being on our cover than being on 

Mike Francesa’s ridiculous radio show? We’ll grant that Mike knows the NFL (at least we think he does—he sure talks like he does and we don’t know better), but anytime 

he talks hoops—particularly when he talks about the NBA—he sounds like a straight-up buffoon…..LOL at quotas for how many people you beg to share your links…..

PICTURE ME BALLIN’ 
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Kinda dope that King Rice is the coach doing such a good job at Monmouth…..And yes—we love their bench celebrations…..Is Ray Felton getting his groove back? And does PW still love him?.....We never 

imagined that one of our writers could inspire siren emojis. But it has happened in a big way…..There’s Trash Talk, and then there’s whatever it is Elvira Clark keeps sending us. By FedEx. Overnight. 

*shudders*….Shout out to Ahmed Ali—103 points doesn’t really sound possible but we’ll certainly take the headline—and hits.....We wish so much you really would bring your game. Like, right over here..... 

These days, it seems like everything 

Kyrie Irving touches turns to gold. And 

his latest endorsement deal, with PSD, 

a California-based underwear company, 

is helping the clothing brand extend its 

reach to a national level. 

Ky isn’t the only NBA player currently 

backing PSD. Jimmy Butler and Chandler 

Parsons also put their faith in founders 

(and brothers) Curt and Ryan Flaitz. Curt 

says that family environment is helping 

PSD own the underwear category, an 

industry currently worth $12 billion. 

“It’s not a bought thing,” Curt Flaitz 

says. “If you’re wearing our brand, it’s 

because you like the stuff we put out.”

The Flaitz brothers started PSD in 

2008, driving across the country from 

their home in upstate New York to L.A. to 

get word out about their new product. 

“Five years ago people are laughing 

at us, thinking, ‘What are you guys doing 

with the underwear category?’ Those 

frst years on the road, we made all our 

relationships organically. Kyrie wasn’t 

bought. He was a friend frst,” Flaitz says.

Kyrie is PSD’s biggest endorser in the 

L but not the frst ballplayer to jump on-

board. “Mike Miller was one of the origi-

nal guys that invested years ago when 

he was with the Miami Heat,” Flaitz adds. 

And MM’s friendship with Kyrie helped 

PSD land the young star on its roster, 

which is helping PSD sell its products in 

Footaction, Champs and Eastbay.

Now Kyrie is a partner in the company 

and is rocking with PSD moving forward. 

“Kyrie asked, instead of doing a 

straight endorsement deal, he wanted 

to make this brand his own and come 

on board for the long-term,” Flaitz says. 

“He was looking for more of a long-term 

play to where he could be the face of it 

and be a partner in it, steer the vision of 

the brand.”

PSD’s vision is now set on dominating 

the market. With its wallet-friendly and 

outrageously loud gear in nationwide 

chains, the Flaitz brothers are the ones 

laughing now. 

“We saw it before anybody,” Flaitz 

says. “It’s been fun. The big thing is that 

we’ve stayed true to what we started 

with.”— M A X R ES E TA R

Underdog
With the help of Cavaliers star PG Kyrie 

Irving, PSD underwear is taking off.

 
Start or Advance Your Career in:
• Analytics • Broadcasting • Player Personnel• Scouting • Marketing • Digital Video Editing• Basketball Agent • Coaching • Front Offce 

8-week online training courses taught by basketball experts: • Basketball Analytics Pioneer Dean Oliver
• New York Knicks Director of Player Personnel Mark Warkentien • NBA Announcer Brian Wheeler

• Former NBA Agent Joel Corry
• NBA Agent Bret Kanis
• Synergy Sports Technology Josh Url
• SMWW President Dr. Lynn Lashbrook

Learn the skills and the strategies to advance to the front of the hiring line in the NBA, NCAA, WNBA, NBDL, USBA, or International leagues. Courses include training with cutting-edge software and video editing, using the  #1 software by the NBA & EA Sports; Synergy Sports.

ATTEND OUR  BASKETBALL CAREER  
CONFERENCES:

April - Portsmouth
July - Vegas ___________________

Network in the heart of the action!

DEAN OLIVER

MARK WARKENTIEN

BRIAN WHEELER

JOSH URL

JOEL CORRY

DR. LYNN LASHBROOK

DREAMING of a CAREER                                                                                                        

 in BASKETBALL?

SMWW.com 

503-445-7105 
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Ron Baker wants basketball to be fun. 

That’s not to say that Wichita State’s 

dynamic guard doesn’t take the game 

seriously, he just has an unconventional 

defnition of “fun.”

“I think when you’re having fun, you’re 

playing the game as hard as you can,” 

Baker says. “You’re not worried about mak-

ing mistakes or missing shots. When you 

play hard, everything’s just more loose and 

you’re having fun with guys that you love 

being around.”

Baker would know about the importance 

of fun. The former walk-on has been on a 

long road, going from a lightly recruited 

prospect boasting scholarship offers from 

a few small D1 schools to a guy with mul-

tiple All-Conference honors under his belt.

In fact, Baker has turned himself into 

one of the most unlikely NBA prospects in 

recent memory. Baker was a key contribu-

tor as a redshirt freshman in 2012 on the 

Shockers squad that made it to the Final 

Four as a 9 seed. His performance led to his 

stock as an NBA prospect blowing up, and 

after his sophomore and junior campaigns, 

the Kansas native firted with the idea of 

going pro.

He says he didn’t put much thought into 

it as a sophomore, but after a big junior 

year, it became harder to say no. Baker 

even admits that he focused too much on 

his plans after the year and lost sight of 

what he had to do in the present.

Ultimately, Baker’s love of Wichita 

and his desire to play one more year with 

backcourt mate Fred VanVleet under head 

coach Gregg Marshall—both of whom 

returned after speculation that they’d 

leave—was too much to pass up. Now, all 

Baker wants to do is work hard, win games 

and have fun. We’re not sure the grueling 

schedule the Shockers have played in the 

season’s frst month has been “fun,” but 

Baker is averaging a team-high 16 ppg, and 

you can be sure he and his squad will be in 

fne form by March.

“I’m just trying to play this last year and 

have the most fun I can, and at the end of 

the year, if I don’t get drafted or whatever, 

I can live with it, because I put all my effort 

and hard work into this year.”— B I L L D I F I L I P P O 

good 
times

RON BAKER 
Wichita State, 6-4, G

IN YOUR FACE

HYPE

Do your thing, BFlip! Just, you know, a little more often…..Does Shump really really really want to go down this road?.....Our man Brandon isn’t back on court quite yet, but 

his social media game remains in peak condition. Hope he and UA come to a new agreement, too. There’s too much history to let it die…..Speaking of Motown: SVG is one of 

the best in the biz…..Tweets mentioning @TheEconomist and @SLAMonline are pretty fun. We didn’t want any beef, though, which is lucky for them—we know their IT guy!.....
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H A L  P A S T N E R  P R E S E N T S 

BIGFOOTHOOPS.COM                                                     (713) 524-3036

THE HEAT IS ON.
A NEW CLASSIC BEGINS JULY 6-10, 2016 
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all 
smiles
KELSEY MITCHELL 
Ohio State, 5-8, G

IN YOUR FACE

HYPE

If Adam Silver is willing to bless Woj’s podcast by serving as its frst-ever guest, is that a tacit acknowledgement that the NBA LIKES the way he covers the 

League? Or did he agree to soften things up? Something smells fshy…..We were never huge Bo Ryan fans but we do know a good college coach when we 

see one, and he was obviously that. Good luck in retirement, sir…..The folks @DraftExpress put us on to Dmitry Gerasimenko, a 6-6 37-year-old who owns the  

With a big basketball in her tiny, 

4-year-old hands and eyes fxed on 

the hoop, Kelsey Mitchell positioned 

herself to drain her frst basket. It was 

the perfect moment. 

Or at least, it would’ve been, had 

the boy on the opposing recreation 

team not pushed her and made a 

mess of everything.

“I was chasing him around 

throughout the whole game [after 

that],” Mitchell laughs. 

Defenders can try to mess up 

Mitchell all they want now—she’ll still 

get buckets. As a freshman at Ohio 

State last year, the guard led the 

country in scoring with 24.9 points per 

game to go with 4.2 boards and the 

same number of assists. She broke 

multiple single-season records both 

for her school and the NCAA. To top 

off the individual accolades, Mitchell 

took her Buckeyes to the Tournament 

after a two-year dry spell. 

She made it all look effortless, 

but the transition from high school 

to college was far from easy. Despite 

the obstacles of higher education and 

higher basketball, Mitchell says, “I 

took the challenge, and I enjoyed that 

challenge every day.” 

With a new season here, the 

Cincinnati native (again averaging 

more than 24 ppg as she disproves 

the sophomore jinx theory) has a 

simple goal in mind: ensure she and 

her teammates have fun and enjoy 

new experiences—like, say, winning a 

championship. 

As she works to achieve those 

goals, likely setting even more re-

cords along the way, Mitchell will have 

a smile on her face, just as her grand-

mother advised her. “[My grandmoth-

er] always said, ‘One thing a person 

can’t take from you is your smile.’ I try 

to embrace that every day.”

But this time around, no one can 

mess it up. That smile is permanent. 

— H A B E E BA H USA I N 
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PIC & ROLL

For all the “goodbye” games Kobe Bryant 

has yet to play this season, other than 

his Staples Center fnale, no dates will be 

as special as the one in early Decem-

ber, when KB played in his home city of 

Philadelphia for the last time. The Gregg 

Downer ceremony (pictured), the ap-

plause and the three-point furry to start 

the game will never be forgotten by those 

who were there [Ahem.—Ed.].

Cantu team in Italy and regularly checks himself into games. Sounds insane, sure, but is it any different than James Dolan jumping on stage to perform during a concert at Madison Square 

Garden? Too many crazy owners out there in general.....Yo Gotti is a modern-day philosopher…..There’s an incredible Mark Twain quote that Gilbert Arenas would be wise to study, commit to 

memory and live up to…..At this time of year, and with the Kicks Extra piece we have in this issue, let’s all take a minute to remember that incredible football site, TDdaily.com…..Resell this…..

SPORTY 
SHOE  

COVERS!

VI S I T  US  AT  W W W. Z I P2 I TZ .C O M

NO MORE 
WET 

COURTS!

When it's ok to be left  
out in the rain. 

Whether you want to protect  
your sneakers before going  

to the court or just don't want to wear  
those bulky boots to school,  

Zip2itz can provide the answer  
you were looking for.

Customize your Zip2itz.
Our shoe covers are launched in three  

colors and can be customized  
with name, team name or number.  

Make them your own!
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BOOKS
If you aren’t from the Philly 

area, the Big Five is something 

of a curiosity. Five area schools 

play each other every season 

for a city championship that 

carries no NCAA Tourney berth. 

What’s the value of that? Brag-

ging rights. In Philadelphia, 

that’s worth a lot. 

Skip Clayton’s new book, 

Philadelphia’s Big Five: Celebrat-

ing the City of Brotherly Love’s 

Basketball Tradition, is a com-

pendium of short bios of some 

of the best to rep the Big Five’s 

schools: La Salle, Penn, Saint 

Joseph’s, Temple and Villanova.

Those who read it will learn 

about Kenny Durrett, Larry 

Cannon, Roland Taylor, Bernie 

Williams and the 1968-69 La 

Salle team. They’ll re-live Penn’s 

1970-71 campaign that began 

28-0 and ended with a brutal, 

90-47 tourney loss to Villanova. 

The 1990s duo of Eddie Jones 

and Aaron McKie at Temple is 

featured, as are Saint Joseph’s 

standouts Matt Goukas and 

George Senesky. And no Philly 

fan can forget the 1985 Villanova 

title team, which is reprised in a 

section about ’85 championship 

game star Harold Jensen. 

Clayton’s book does, 

however, have some omissions. 

Because he couldn’t get access 

to players like Lionel Simmons, 

Kerry Kittles, Jameer Nelson 

and Mark Macon —along with 

many others—he omitted them. 

But Clayton is true to the Big 

Five’s essence, and his book 

allows Philly hoopheads and 

novices to appreciate the Big 

Five.— M I C H A E L B R A D L E Y

Hope HS sits in Providence, 

RI, and was known for its state 

title team in the ’60s when the 

school was the crown jewel of 

New England academia and 

athletics. Time, neglect and 

a shifting cultural landscape 

reduced the former powerhouse 

to a shell of itself. Esteemed 

columnist Bill Reynolds, from 

the area, took up residence with 

the team for the 2012 season as 

it began a quest to return to the 

state fnals, which it lost the year 

before. Hope, A School, A Team, 

A Dream is the result.

Reynolds goes into the lives 

of coach Dave Nyblom and the 

team to reveal a Providence 

most people rarely see. The 

team is rich in talent but they’re 

a bunch of ragamuffns from 

war-torn Liberia who don’t 

always listen to their coach 

because they live in a parallel 

universe of crime, poverty, drugs 

and violence. Projected to go 

deep in the playoffs, it takes 

more than half the season for 

the team to gel. Realizing their 

careers are ending, a few seniors 

wake up and suddenly Hope 

gains momentum, making the 

playoffs by trusting one another 

and embracing Coach Nyblom’s 

wisdom while discovering more 

about themselves than any 

game could ever show.

Hope is as dope as Hoosiers  

in the way it uses a season to 

see into a hidden world that’s 

right across the street. 

— S H E R M A N  J O H N SO N 

28 SLAMONLINE.COM

HYPE

I came from a country where 

there’s no basketball. I grew 

up in a country where there’s 

no professional management 

for basketball. There’s no 

professional gyms for basketball. 

There’s no professional players 

for basketball. 

It’s hard. 

If anyone grows up in the 

States and wants to be a profes-

sional player, it’s normal—but in 

Palestine, they’re not taking bas-

ketball as seriously as they take 

it in other countries. That makes 

my job harder than any other 

basketball player in the world. 

I’ve played basketball since 

I was 6 or 7. Back at that time, I 

was with my family in Palestine 

going to the club—it’s a social 

place where the whole fam-

ily goes. There’s restaurants, 

there’s small shopping malls, 

there’s courts for basketball and 

football, playgrounds for the kids. 

I played basketball like any other 

kid and joined a team. I started 

moving from there. My dad is a 

basketball coach, so everyone in 

my family supported me.

I never left Palestine until I 

was 17. The frst time I left, I left 

for a vacation with the family. 

The second time was to join a 

team and take a scholarship at 

a university in Jordan. Jordan 

is a bigger market for players 

than Palestine—it’s one of the 

best leagues in the Middle East. 

So it was a very good option 

for me starting my professional 

career. We played international 

tournaments in Dubai, Syria and 

Lebanon. Everyone started know-

ing who Sani Sakakini was. That’s 

when I got an offer from China.

This is my fourth year in 

the Chinese League. Stephon 

Marbury is here. I played here 

during the lockout, so Wilson 

Chandler was here. JR Smith, 

Kenyon Martin, Aaron Brooks—

all the NBA stars were here. I 

played against them, and we 

had great games. I’m working on 

my physical condition and my 

basketball condition so I can try 

my best next summer and get on 

an NBA team.

After I fnish every season, I go 

back home. I live in Ramallah—I 

love Ramallah. I love to go back 

to see my family, my friends, my 

fans. It’s a part of my life. I can’t 

take it out. 

A good player is going to be a 

good player wherever he comes 

from. I’m looking at being my 

best and showing the world that 

I’m a good player who deserves 

to be at a high level. 

You See Me
Palestinian Sani Sakakini, a star in the Chinese  
Basketball Association with NBA aspirations, is out to prove  
the Middle East has game, too.  As told to Habeeba Husain

TIME OUT

UNDER REVIEW

One other thing about the Monmouth Hawks: one of their key players is Je’lon Hornbeak…..Excuse us for being so late to fnd this out, but Ms. Melody Rae has 

got game (x2)…..Klay’s little bro Trayce is a Dodger now? Dope!....The Stance x NBA x MLB x SLAM connections are just gonna get more and more fun. Thanks Tzvi!…..

Hey, when you don’t make much money, you have to celebrate the little things…..New School vs SLAM Squad? That would actually be a hell of a matchup, esp if Pete 
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LOUDER THAN A BOMB Always by Dave Zirin

and Fleischer brought their A games. And if Indoor Hoops got things squared away….When the hell is Mickey Mitchell gonna be allowed to play? Jeez the NCAA is absurd…..Since the answer 

to DZ’s question is a pretty defnitive no, we’re grateful he’s here with us…..Still got you in our thoughts, LO…..Keep getting better, Kwam…..Andrew Smith, you too—keep fghting!.....And Keith 

Smart. Sheesh. Lots of well wishes at this time of year. And unfortunately, rememberances as well.....Norm Ellenberger…..Guy Lewis…..Phil Pepe…..Dolph Schayes…..John “Hot Rod” Williams…..

SILENT TREATMENT

W
hat comes to mind 

when you hear 

the name Samaki 

Walker? Maybe it’s 

his time on the Lakers during the 

Shaq/Kobe glory years. Or per-

haps it is the fact that the former 

Lousiville star is part of what is 

considered arguably the greatest 

Draft class in history: the 1996 

crew that gave us Kobe, AI, Nash 

and Jesus Shuttlesworth (and 

one of SLAM’s most-famous 

covers). For others, it’s the suit 

the No. 9 overall pick wore on 

Draft night: an all-white number 

with matching white fedora. I 

mentioned the suit to Samaki 

and he laughs heartily and says, 

“If I’d known that suit would have 

stood the test of time, I would 

have kept it!”

But what Samaki Walker 

should be known for—why his 

voice is critical at this precari-

ous juncture in US history—is 

that he was the frst NBA 

veteran to ever suit up for a 

team in Syria. In fact, Walker 

went back and played twice for 

the Ja Alaa team in Aleppo: frst 

in 2007-08 and then again in 

2012. That means he was there 

when the Middle Eastern nation 

was stable—albeit under highly 

repressive conditions—under 

the dictatorship of Bashar 

Assad and then just a few short 

years later as the country be-

gan to unravel due to civil war. 

We are seeing Republican poli-

ticians—and more than a few 

Democrats—say that they want 

to keep Syrian refugees, feeing 

persecution and war, out of 

the United States. But Samaki 

Walker brings a different kind 

of perspective: one borne of 

bearing witness. “They are an 

amazing people,” he said to me. 

“There is so much ignorance 

and fear in this country about 

who Syrians are as if they all 

hate us or are all ISIS. I met all 

kinds of people. All religions. 

Even the ones who did not 

like what the United States 

was doing in the region, knew 

the difference between the 

government and the people. 

And do you know what? They 

love basketball. I saw it with my 

own eyes: basketball without 

borders is real.”

Samaki Walker also told me 

a story about an elderly man 

who did not speak a word of 

English but would meet him 

regularly with hot tea, just to 

make sure he knew that he was 

among friends. Walker, who 

today runs a basketball skills 

organization in Los Angeles, 

has all kinds of mementos 

from his time in Syria. Given 

the misinformation, the bigotry 

and the hatred that is spinning 

about the country one would 

think he would be under siege 

with interview requests. The 

opposite is the case. “I don’t 

know why no one wants to hear 

about the time I was there. It’s 

a mystery to me. I want to talk 

about it.”

My own theory is rooted in 

the latest polls that show a 

majority of the country—54 

percent—want to move away 

from its founding principles and 

not accept the tired, poor, 

huddled masses looking for safe 

harbor. The last thing sports 

media wants to do is have a 

guest who will speak with 

unimpeachable credentials 

about what life was like in Syria 

before and at the start of the 

unbearably violent Civil War in 

which it is currently engulfed.

It is a shame. Just as bas-

ketball was its own language in 

Aleppo, Syria, allowing Samaki 

Walker to connect with people 

in a country where he spoke 

only scraps of the language, 

this game without borders 

could act in a similar fashion 

here at home. It could be a plat-

form where Walker educates 

this country about irrational 

fear and humanizes refugees 

currently living in a state of de-

monization. He is former NBA 

player with no political agenda 

other than telling the truth as 

he saw it: a truth that could 

break through this climate of 

suffocating fear. 

“It’s important to talk about 

and I’m here to do it,” Walker 

says. No doubt. I also believe 

we have a country where at 

least a large section of people 

are willing to listen. The ques-

tion is whether we have a 

media that has the courage to 

contact Samaki Walker and ask 

the questions.

Former NBA player 

Samaki Walker 

wants to speak 

about his time 

playing pro ball  

in Syria. Why 

doesn’t anybody 

want to listen?
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 I  
Got  
 This

The Timberwolves 

put the weight  

of their franchise  

on 20-year-old  

KARL-ANTHONY 

TOWNS when  

they selected him  

No. 1 overall last 

June. He doesn’t 

seem to mind.

words peter walsh
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tips to improve my game.

“When you have one of the 

greatest teammates in history 

like Kevin Garnett, it’s very easy 

to learn a lot. You’re talking about 

having a living legend on the 

bench telling you exactly what 

you need to do to win the game. 

We’ve been blessed to have one of 

the greatest players to have ever 

played the game on the bench.”

Just months removed from his 

teenage years, Towns is already 

setting goals for himself, including 

one to be mentioned in the same 

breath as KG in Timberwolves 

lore. But those goals are not un-

realistic. As a rookie, KG averaged 

10.4 points, 6.3 boards and 1.6 

blocks. As of this writing, Towns is 

averaging 14.9 points, 9.2 boards 

and 2.2 blocks. While KG relied 

on his power and athleticism in 

his early years before developing 

a sweet mid-range game, KAT is 

already a perfect ft for the quickly 

evolving pro game.

At Kentucky, the Piscataway, 

NJ, native was typically confned 

to the paint, but as a pro he has 

fashed a silky smooth jumper 

that extends to three-point range 

to go along with his bruising post 

presence. The rookie is ushering 

in a new wave of stretch 5s and 

could become one of the most 

valuable and highest paid players 

as the emphasis on three-point 

shooting and shot blocking be-

comes greater and greater.

Of course, Towns doesn’t have 

it all fgured out quite yet and 

when KG teaches, KAT listens in-

tently and learns. “The dope thing 

about him is that when I do teach 

him something, he’s able to apply 

it right away and he gets what 

I’m teaching,” Garnett told NBA.

com. “It’s kind of refreshing to be 

honest, because sometimes you 

have to go slow, you have to show 

it three or four times with guys, 

which is fne because you have 

to be patient. But he gets it right 

away and he is able to apply it.”

Towns was expected to come 

in and make an immediate 

impact, but even his biggest fans 

have to be shocked at how quickly 

he has adapted and straight up 

dominated so early. According 

to NBA.com, Towns is the frst 

teenager in the League's history 

to amass a double-double in his 

frst two games, joining Shaq as 

the only other player to average 

17.7 points, 10.3 rebounds and 2.7 

blocks in their frst three games. 

The early dominance has contin-

ued through the quarter mark of 

the season. Against the Hornets 

on November 10, he had 19 points, 

13 rebounds and 3 blocks. Against 

the Magic a week later, Towns put 

together a 21-point, 12-rebound, 

6-block performance. And against 

the Lakers on December 9, the 

rookie amassed 26 points, 14 

boards and 3 blocks.

While the numbers are already 

staggering, the fact of the matter 

is Towns has been groomed for 

the rigors and competition of pro 

ball since the age of 16 when he 

joined the Dominican Republic 

National Team. In 2012, under the 

tutelage of former DR head coach 

and current Kentucky boss John 

Calipari, Towns played spar-

ingly in the FIBA World Olympic 

Qualifying Tournament. At a time 

when most kids were practicing 

for their driver’s license test, 

Towns was traveling to Caracas, 

Venezuela, to play against pro 

ballers from Russia, Lithuania and 

are waking up late on a Sunday 

morning after a long night of par-

tying, Minnesota Timberwolves 

rookie center Karl-Anthony 

Towns has already gone through 

practice and is now kicking back 

watching the Seattle Seahawks 

beat up on the Minnesota Vikings. 

His early December Saturday 

night didn’t consist of passing 

around a cheap bottle of whiskey 

and chasing girls; instead, he 

dominated the Portland Trail 

Blazers big men to the tune of 

27 points and 12 rebounds in a 

loss. Come Monday, he won’t be 

cramming for fnals in a too-tiny 

library chair; he’ll be going up 

against the Clippers’ star-studded 

frontcourt of DeAndre Jordan and 

Blake Griffn.

Such is life for the 7-foot, 

244-pound man-child who has 

helped transform the Timber-

wolves from a perennially tanking 

team to one of the most fun 

squads in the NBA.

A sure-fre prospect com-

ing out of Kentucky, Towns was 

drafted No. 1 overall and joined 

a Wolves team pieced together 

by the late Flip Saunders that 

featured a mix of potential 

superstars—like fellow No. 1 pick 

Andrew Wiggins—and veteran 

mentors like Kevin Garnett, Andre 

Miller and Tayshaun Prince. The 

combination was a risky endeavor 

since it meant established veter-

ans would be losing minutes to 

unproven rooks and second-year 

players. But Saunders’ vision and 

the vets’ acceptance of their roles 

has jumpstarted Minnesota’s 

rebuilding efforts. Instead of 

pouting on the bench or causing a 

stir in the media for playing short 

minutes, KG, Prince and Miller 

have embraced their roles and are 

often seen on the bench coaching 

up the young’uns in timeout 

huddles and cheering them on 

during crunch time.

Garnett, who has been in the 

League as long as Towns has been 

alive, has taken the franchise’s 

new centerpiece under his wing 

and is teaching him what it takes 

to last two decades in the League. 

“You have to strive to be great 

every day, that’s what KG always 

tells me,” says Towns. “I’m always 

trying to be not as good as KG, 

but better. That’s how all of us 

are—we’re competitors. We want 

to be the best we can possibly 

be and we’re working as hard as 

[Garnett] and I’m constantly ask-

ing him questions and looking for 

WHILE 
MOST 
20-YEAR-
OLDS

“  I understand that Coach 
Saunders took a huge 
risk drafting me No. 1 
overall and I just  
want to do everything  
I can to make his  
pick one of the best.”

34 SLAMONLINE.COM
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Nigeria while learning from NBA 

All-Star and Dominican National 

Team player Al Horford.

“Playing with Al during the 

Dominican Team taught me a lot,” 

says Towns. “His ability to be so 

intelligent on the court and also 

help his teammates out allowed 

me to develop as a player intel-

lectually rather than physically. 

Him teaching me little things 

about positioning and angles 

allowed me to score the ball at an 

easier rate with a lot less energy. 

Al taught me a lot that allowed me 

to play at a high level right away. 

We still keep in touch. He tells me 

to keep playing hard and keep 

developing my game—keep  

making everyone proud.”

Horford’s infuence on Towns 

has become increasingly appar-

ent as the season has progressed. 

The T-Wolves big man is well on 

his way to becoming one of the 

premier stretch big men in the 

League, a distinction the three-

time All-Star Horford already 

owns. “When we played the 

Timberwolves, one of our play-

ers said, ‘Man, he’s Al Horford,’” 

Hawks Assistant Coach and 

Dominican Republic Head Coach 

Kenny Atkinson told SiriusXM 

NBA Radio’s “The Starting 

Lineup.” “The way Towns plays 

the game, it’s like he’s been in the 

League for 10 years. It was really 

the frst time I got to watch him 

and I was impressed. His compo-

sure, demeanor and basketball IQ 

are very similar to Al’s.”

Despite being praised League-

wide for his maturity and play, 

Towns may be his own biggest 

critic. When he makes a mistake 

on the court and gets pulled by 

coach Sam Mitchell, Towns looks 

legitimately distraught on the 

bench. When he fails to make a 

defensive rotation or call out a 

screen, reports say that Towns 

gets so upset with himself he is 

visibly disappointed in the locker 

room long after the fnal buzzer.

The morning after games, he’s 

at the practice facility by 9 a.m.—

even if the team has the day off. 

It’s the type of attitude that is rare 

in young players and one that has 

helped Towns live up to and ex-

ceed expectations already. “Living 

up to expectations is something 

I have to do,” he says. “My goal is 

to never meet expectations, but 

to pass them. I understand that 

Coach Saunders took a huge risk 

drafting me No. 1 overall and I just 

want to do everything I can to 

make his pick one of the best.”

Before his tragic passing from 

cancer right before the start of 

the 2015-16 season, Saunders 

put the Timberwolves in position 

to succeed for years to come 

with a core of young, potential 

All-Stars being mentored by a 

group of veterans who had been 

through it all. The plan started 

in the summer of 2014 with the 

drafting of guard Zach LaVine 

and the trade that sent Kevin 

Love to the Cavaliers in exchange 

for Andrew Wiggins. The plan 

then picked up steam when 

Saunders fipped Thad Young for 

Kevin Garnett and hit its peak 

when the Wolves were awarded 

the No. 1 pick at the 2015 Lottery.

Around the NBA, other 

franchises are taking their own 

roads to rebuilding. As the 76ers 

continue their insulting process 

(though the hiring of Jerry 

Colangelo will certainly change 

the way business is done in 

Philly) and Byron Scott borders 

on ineptitude in Los Angeles, the 

T-Wolves have shown the rest 

of the League the correct way 

to turn around a franchise. It’s a 

true shame that Coach Saunders 

can’t see his vision through.

In its 27-year history, the 

Timberwolves franchise has only 

made the Playoffs eight times and 

only advanced past the frst round 

once. Outside of Garnett, the 

team has a history of disgruntled 

stars (Stephon Marbury and  

Kevin Love come to mind) plotting 

to get out of town. And, of course, 

the Wolves will forever be haunted 

by the fact that former GM David 

Kahn passed up drafting Stephen 

Curry in favor of Jonny Flynn and 

Ricky Rubio in 2009.

But the Wolves are now trend-

ing up. Between Towns, Wiggins 

and LaVine, the team has a young 

core that other tanking teams 

can only dream of. Blessed with 

otherworldly skill, the trio is deter-

mined to accomplish the ultimate 

goal set forth by Saunders.

“We talk about winning Cham-

pionships,” says Towns. “That’s 

our goal—to bring this great 

city, these great fans and this 

great organization a Champion-

ship. That’s what we're working 

toward every day.” S
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Following a cross-country trade  

during the middle of  

his tumultuous rookie season, 

 DERRICK FAVORS’ path to  

becoming an extremely solid  

NBA player has been slow, steady  

and increasingly successful.

words leo sepkowitz
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“TONIGHT: 1-18,” read one 

fan’s inspiring sign. Sure enough, 

New Jersey got there that 

evening, on the backs of Brook 

Lopez, Devin Harris and a Bobby 

Simmons-led second unit.

The following May, the 

mediocre Wizards snatched the 

rights to the frst overall pick 

(sure to be John Wall) in the 

Lottery from the Nets, who were 

already eyeing their 2012 move 

to Brooklyn. The misfortune 

spawned a multi-year, dual-

conference ripple too wacky to 

fully rehash, but which, to some 

extent, has roped in Deron 

Williams, Dwight Howard, 

Carmelo Anthony, something 

called a Blueprint For Greatness, 

potentially Kevin Durant, and 

roughly 6,000 more words of 

strange happenings.

Much of the mess could have 

been avoided had the Nets 

embraced their 2010 consola-

tion prize, Derrick Favors, whom 

they selected third overall that 

June. Surely, nearly fve years 

later, they wish that they had. 

Favors, now 24, has since grown 

into the dream power forward: 

6-10, 265, stable on his worst 

nights and exceptional most 

others. He’s upped his game 

year after year to patiently 

achieve what so many have 

failed to—to simply, improbably, 

pan out. He is the realization of 

immense potential, the stuff of 

pipe dreams, the kind of triumph 

typically only advertised by 

hopeful teams looking toward 

the future. The Jazz appeared to 

be one such team in February of 

2011, when they traded the 

All-Star PG Williams for Favors 

and some accoutrement. 

“I didn’t feel like I had to 

replace [Williams],” Favors says. 

“But I felt that I gotta try to win 

the Jazz fans over—let them 

know that they didn’t trade their 

best player for some guy who’s 

gonna come in and just bullshit 

around.”

The normally mild-mannered 

Favors is in Philadelphia, where 

his Jazz are prepping for a 

Friday night game against the 

Sixers (they’d win by 28). The 

Atlanta native speaks with a soft 

accent, most noticeable when 

he rounds “you all” down into 

one word. If there’s pressure on 

him to make another leap in Year 

6—one that just might mirror his 

team’s—it’s undetectable. He’s 

thoughtful and calm while 

refecting on his jarring rookie 

season, on his reluctance to 

submit to the stretch-4 craze, on 

flling—or not flling—Karl 

Malone’s size-billion shoes. (“I 

don’t even try,” he says of 

replacing the Mailman.)

At this exact moment, Utah is 

0-1 on the young season, though 

that’s hardly the fault of its star 

power forward. Favors was 

excellent in Wednesday’s 

opening loss to the Pistons, 

displaying an array of offensive 

moves only lightly rivaled in 

today’s game. In the early 

minutes, he drilled a free-throw 

line jumper after peeling off of a 

high screen. He later took poor 

Ersan Ilyasova to work, 

attacking the paint, spinning 

toward his right shoulder and 

returning the other way, before 

leaping from outside the 

restricted area for a two-handed 

jam. Then a little shimmy off the 

baseline into a fade-away 

jumper. Then a trip to the line off 

the dribble. All in a (frst) 

quarter’s work. He fnished with 

26 on 10-15 shooting. 

That type of night is now the 

norm for Favors—last season, 

only Anthony Davis averaged 

more points per game at a 

higher shooting clip, and Favors 

expects the ball to continue to 

come his way more frequently. 

He’s certainly capable of 

handling a lead role—following 

last February’s trade of center 

“I JUST TRY  
TO STAY  
APPRECIATIVE 
AND THANKFUL  
FOR ALL THE  
GOOD STUFF 
THAT’S  
GOING ON.”
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ON
December 4, 2009, I was in  

the building to witness history. 

The building was, specifically,  

a desolate Izod Center, and the  

feat was the New Jersey Nets  

winning for the first time that  

season after five fruitless weeks. 
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Enes Kanter, Favors’ offensive 

usage rate climbed to 26.3 

(sandwiching him between Wall 

and Damian Lillard), and the 

Jazz played their best ball of the 

season.

It’s been a long road here. 

Early in his Jazz tenure, Favors 

provided Utah with only defense 

and energy off the bench—a 

noble if frustrating duty. Still, his 

minutes and usage increased 

over his frst three seasons, 

tangible signs of growth.

Things bloomed in the 

summer of 2013, when the Jazz 

extended Favors’ contract for 

four years and $49 million 

before inserting him into the 

starting lineup for the frst time. 

He answered with a breakout 

season: 13 points (52 percent), 

9 boards, 1.5 blocks and a steal 

in 30 nightly minutes…and has 

improved those numbers in the 

season-plus since. 

The success was not exactly 

surprising. Favors had been an 

all-world prospect and SLAM 

HS All-American while at South 

Atlanta HS, pegged as perhaps 

the top dog in a 2009 recruiting 

class that also featured Wall and 

DeMarcus Cousins. He stayed 

in-state to attend Georgia Tech, 

where he posted around 12.5, 

8.5 and 2 blocks per game in his 

lone collegiate season. 

But Favors entered the 2010 

Draft as an intriguing 18-year-

old known for running and 

jumping and blocking and 

fouling and showing little 

patience on the offensive end. 

That’s a fairly common 

prototype, the raw athlete, 

always captivating and diffcult 

to project. Many have started 

raw and ascended to stardom, 

and many more have started 

raw and remained so, long after 

their potential’s mystique wore 

away. How good Favors might 

become was anybody’s guess.

So when the impatient Nets 

selected him at No. 3, they 

viewed him as a trade chip. After 

all, New Jersey had visions of 

pairing Carmelo Anthony and 

Dwight Howard, or something 

like that. So, depending on 

which report you were reading 

after the Draft, Favors would 

soon be headed to Denver or 

Utah or anywhere but Brooklyn. 

The Nets held onto him for 56 

games following a summer of 

“imminent” trades, but fnally 

dealt him away in February of 

his rookie season.

“It was tough because that 

was the team that drafted me—I 

wanted to play for that team, be 

a part of the future, but they had 

other plans,” Favors says. “My 

mindset was, if you’re gonna 

keep me, then I’m here, I’ll work 

hard, I’ll do whatever. If y’all 

gonna trade me, trade me.”

Whoops. 

IF YOU WANT to establish the 

perfect environment in which to 

develop the 19-year-old Derrick 

Favors, fresh off of a bizarre 

eight-month limbo fnally 

resolved by a blockbuster trade 

to an unassuming yet unfamiliar 

city, here’s what you do.

You get two veteran big men 

to shoulder major minutes and a 

respectable team while Favors 

fnds his way. Tanking is cool and 

all, but it’s hard to imagine a 

player being better off for having 

been exposed to unabashed 

misery early on. You make sure 

that those two dudes embrace 

being mentors, and you have 

them offer different perspectives 

to young Favors. Maybe one guy 

is a footwork savant who fnds 

his inner peace with his back to 

the basket on an isolated left 

block, and the other is more of 

your modern, versatile forward. 

Maybe the frst guy has walked in 

one of Favors’ shoes, as the gem 

who gets caught in the eye of a 

big-name trade, and the second 

has walked in his other shoe, as a 

promising youngster riding the 

pine. Now, ideally these guys  

are Southern-born, too, for 

comfort’s sake, but that seems 

like asking for a lot at this point. 

Oh, and you like for them to be 

on, say, three-year deals, so that 

just as Favors is ready to take the 

reigns, he can step in, they can 

step out, and everybody can win.

Meet Mississippi’s own Al 

Jefferson and Louisiana’s own 

Paul Millsap. 

“Those two guys are who  

I studied every day for the frst 

three years of my career,” says 

Favors. “When I got to Utah, they 

were big on post games before 

all this stretch-4 stuff became 

popular. So I used those years 

when I was playing behind Al 

and Paul as a blessing to learn 

post moves. Whether it was 

going against them in practice, 

seeing how they worked, talking 

to them, being around them—it 

all helped.”

Perhaps most important 

were the occasional conversa-

tions that broke from talk of 

baby-hooks and 13-footers. 

Favors arrived in Utah aspiring 

to improve as a player, sure, but 

he also needed to fnd comfort 

away from the game.  

“I was 19 at the time, basically 

still a kid, fguring out how the 

NBA works, still trying to fnd 

myself, still trying to adapt to 

being on my own without my 

mom there. Just growing up,” he 

says. For months, Favors lived 

out of two suitcases in a Utah 

hotel room. “Me being from 

Atlanta, going to Georgia Tech 

for one year, then being drafted, 

going all the way up to New York, 

and then I get traded, so I gotta 

go out to Utah—it was all 

happening in the span of, I don’t 

know, six, seven months or 

whatever. It was tough.”

Says Jefferson, simply: 

“Derrick came in with a 

confused look on his face.”

It was a familiar look for 

Jefferson. In 2007, Big Al, then 

22, headlined Minnesota’s 

return package in the Kevin 

Garnett deal. 

“Sometimes you get caught 

up in a big trade,” Jefferson 

continues. “When a team trades 

its star, it needs to get a young 

star back. That’s not a bad 

thing. I tried to help Derrick 

wrap his head around that.”

Once some of Favors’ 

personal distractions were 

sorted, he could focus on ball.

“He was always open to 

listening and learning,” 

Jefferson says of his protégé.  

“I used to get the best of him, 

but he wouldn’t get mad, he just 

wanted to learn. He wanted to 

know how I get my [right-hand-

ed] hook shot off every time.  

I said, ‘I can’t teach you 

everything! But you can use 

both hands—you can be better 

than me.’”

Favors has plenty more to 

prove before he surpasses his 

old professor, but he’s clearly on 

his way there, slow and steady.

“He’s gone from a guy who 

can dunk to a guy who can get 

the ball down on the block and 

do what he wants,” says Millsap, 

who spent his frst four seasons 

in Utah playing behind Carlos 

Boozer. “He can turn around and 

shoot it, he can spin, he can take 

guys up and under. I’ve seen his 

post game develop so much.”

The progress won’t slow now. 

Favors is hesitant to follow Chris 

Bosh and Serge Ibaka beyond 

the arc, but he’s always fne- 

tuning an offensive repertoire 

that, not long ago, was limited to 

put-backs and alley-oops. 

“If anybody does a move on 

me, or I’m watching TV and see 

them do a certain move or take a 

certain shot, I try to remember it 

the next day so I can work on it 

after practice,” he says.

The immediate next step, it 

seems, would be to lead the 

Jazz through the Western 

wringer and into the Playoffs—

last season’s 19-10 fnish is 

cause for hope and even 

expectation. Maybe No. 15 will 

sprinkle in a sky hook or Dirk’s 

weirdo off-balance thing along 

the way. 

For now, though, all we know 

with any certainty is that the 

methodical Derrick Favors won’t 

be getting ahead of himself. 

“We’ve still got a lot of  

work to do before we can be 

considered a for-sure Playoff 

team,” he says. “I’m not gonna 

put too much pressure to say, 

let’s have the best record, or  

be the best team. Right now,  

it’s baby steps for us. So just 

keep improving. We have a lot of 

work to do.” S

“ I didn’t feel like I had  
to replace Deron  
Williams, but I felt I had 
to let Jazz fans know that 
they didn’t trade their  
best player for some guy 
who’s gonna come in  
and just bullshit around.”
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NO
CEILINGS

 Most thought it’d take years—or at least many months— 

for 7-3 Knicks rookie KRISTAPS PORZINGIS  

to prove he has the ability to become an NBA star. Nope.

words adam figman  portraits tom medvedich
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fnding his footing in a League 

whose reporters didn’t expect 

him to compete on any sort of 

high level for at least two, per-

haps three or even four years. 

Ha.

As of this writing, Porzingis 

is averaging 13.6 points, 8.4 

rebounds, 1.8 blocks and at least 

one or two “Whoa, that was dope 

as hell” plays per game. He’s had 

some off-nights, but he’s had a 

huge role in the Knicks’ semi-

respectable start (they’re 12-14 

as we go to press, and a Playoffs 

appearance is absolutely not 

out of the question). Remember: 

this team fnished 17-65 last 

season, and, besides Kristaps, 

didn’t add much more than role 

players who have largely disap-

pointed thus far.

Porzingis has run off efforts of 

29 points and 11 rebounds vs. the 

Hornets, 24 points, 14 rebounds 

and 7 blocks vs. the Rockets, 

20 points and 14 rebounds vs. 

the Heat, plus a slew of other 

impressive double-doubles. A 

little more than a quarter into 

the season, he’s right there 

alongside No. 1 overall pick Karl-

Anthony Towns as a Rookie of 

the Year favorite.

So, no: Kristaps Porzingis is 

not the new Nikoloz Tskitishvili. 

He’s not Maciej Lampe. Not 

Frederic Weis. Porzingis has al-

ready proven he’s different from 

the many foreign-born players 

who came to the States without 

the aptitude to navigate the 

ever-diffcult NBA waters and 

settle in comfortably with one of 

its franchises, if they ever made 

it to the L in the frst place. 

The common thread that ties 

most (but certainly not all) of 

those guys is they began playing 

ball somewhat late, often simply 

because they were tall and saw 

the dollar signs available in 

hooping for a living. 

For Porzingis, though, a genu-

ine love of the sport prefaced 

his height and the obvious fact 

that he belonged on the court. 

Both of Kristaps’ parents were 

involved in the game—his dad 

(6-4), a bus driver, played semi-

professionally, while his mom 

(6-1) played on Latvian national 

youth teams—and a plastic hoop 

hung on his bedroom wall in 

Liepaja, Latvia, before he could 

stand up on his own. According 

to his older brother Martins, the 

second word he ever spoke was 

“ball”—the frst was “mom”—

and before he could string a full 

sentence together, he was wear-

ing out that little rim. “As soon 

as [Kristaps] started to walk, he 

was already dunking the ball,” 

says Martins, who’s 10 years 

older than Kristaps.

“There was a bigger bas-

ketball hoop above the door,” 

Kristaps says. “[But] I was too 

small. I couldn’t score on that 

one. And [my brothers] were 

playing HORSE on that one. Until 

I grew, I was playing on the little 

hoop right next to it. That was 

my frst memory of basketball.”

The Porzingis family house 

was situated just a short walk to 

the beach along the Baltic Sea. 

The boys would often train there; 

Janis, Kristaps’ other brother 

who is now 33, played profes-

sionally across Europe when 

Kristaps was a boy, but would 

be home four months a year to 

teach his little bro the game.  

Kristaps had natural ability, 

and as a kid with access to the 

Internet ever since he was able 

to read, he soaked up American 

basketball culture—the game, 

sure, but also the music, the 

sneakers, the clothing. And 

yes, for a period of time, the 

cornrows, inspired by then-

braided-up NBAers like Allen 

Iverson and Carmelo Anthony. 

When he was little, it was tough 

for him to watch NBA games on 

TV, but as he got older it became 

more of a possibility, and by 

2010, a 13-year-old Kristaps was 

regularly waking up at 6 a.m. to 

watch the Kobe/Pau L.A. Lakers 

defend their Champion status. 

“That was my team then, the 

Lakers,” he says now.

When we speak, it’s an off day 

a couple weeks after the charity 

event, and we’re sitting in the 

corner of the gym at the Knicks’ 

training facility in Tarrytown, NY, 

about a 20-minute drive north of 

Manhattan. Kristaps’ schedule 

for the day is relatively light—

shootaround with the team, then 

a SLAM photo shoot, a Steiner 

Sports signing commitment, a 

It’s a weeknight in the middle of 

November, not even three weeks 

into the NBA season, and just 

as the know-it-all talking heads 

predicted, Kristaps Porzingis 

is already getting boxed out 

and pushed around by tougher, 

hungrier competition.

This isn’t some muscly big 

man bodying the skinny Latvian 

out of the paint, though. Nor is 

it a chiseled vet outsmarting 

an inexperienced 20-year-old. 

Nope—young Kristaps is cur-

rently being outworked and 

outgunned by a scrappy 6-year-

old with a high motor and even 

higher self-confdence.

“I wanna do it!” the kid yells, 

grabbing the crate of chocolate 

milk containers and sliding it in 

his direction. 

“OK, you can give them out,” 

Porzingis says, calm and col-

lected, even in defeat. He grins 

widely, as he does often these 

days. And why wouldn’t he? 

Things have been going pretty 

well these days.

We’re in Lodi, NJ, home of a 

Boys & Girls Club that’s playing 

host to a Thanksgiving dinner 

give-away hosted by Porzingis’ 

agent, and the Knicks rookie 

whom everyone seems to be 

talking about has no problem 

sliding to the side, allowing a 

local Jersey youngster to take 

possession of the crucial choco-

late milk distribution duties. Of 

course, Porzingis has slightly 

bigger concerns at the moment, 

most of which revolve around 

“ His skills as a 7-footer 
are eye-opening, and  
he doesn’t back down. 
He’s up for challenges.” 
—WOODSIDE
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Kristaps played youth ball for 

BK Liepajas Lauvus as a young 

teenager, then began his pro 

career in Spain for Baloncesto 

Sevilla in early 2012, an 18-year-

old facing up against grown 

men. His numbers were low his 

frst two years but improved to 

11 ppg and 4.6 rpg by 2014-15. 

During one of the frst practices 

of that season, Kristaps’ Ameri-

can teammate Ben Woodside 

watched as he caught the ball in 

an iso situation, then performed 

a between-the-legs crossover 

into a step-back fadeaway that 

touched nothing but net. “I just 

sat there, and I’m like, ‘Coming 

from a 7-footer?’” Woodside 

says. “It was just eye-opening.”

One time, Woodside, a 5-11 

guard, and Porzingis spent a 

practice trash-talking back and 

forth, a verbal battle that spilled 

into a post-practice one-on-one 

game. “I challenged him and 

what I like is that he didn’t back 

down,” Woodside says. “He was 

like, ‘Alright, yeah, let’s play.’ He 

doesn’t back down. He’s up for 

challenges.”

Woodside wound up with the 

victory. “You can’t beat the wily 

vet,” he says. Afterward, Porzingis 

reacted like any competitive, 

pissed off 19-year-old would: He 

kicked the ball into the stands. 

(Let it be known, however, 

that Porzingis is as sweet off 

massage and a drug test. (“One 

week is enough, right?” he jokes 

after mentioning that last item.)

With Janis as his inspiration 

and occasional tutor, Kristaps 

evolved from lanky kid with an 

awkward game to lanky kid with 

a smooth, versatile style of play. 

Janis, meanwhile, made tapes 

with NBA footage for Kristaps to 

devour and imparted Kristaps 

with the work ethic required of a 

professional athlete. 

Kristaps would play one-

on-one every year with his 

big brother when Janis would 

return home—over his 14-year 

pro career, the eldest Porzingis 

brother played in Latvia, Croatia, 

Lithuania, Austria, Sweden, Italy 

and Spain—which helped Janis 

track his baby bro’s progres-

sion. They started matching up 

when Kristaps was 16. “He had 

no chance,” Janis says. “I don’t 

think I gave him even one game.” 

Then when Kristaps was 17, it 

was close, but Janis remained 

the victor.

By the next go-around, with 

Kristaps at 18, it was a wrap. “I 

couldn’t do it anymore,” Janis 

says. “That was it. I couldn’t get 

enough space to shoot over him.” 

Kristaps sprouted to 7-3, but with 

a mobility that continues to allow 

him to play the 4, making him a 

nightmare matchup not only for 

Janis, but, well, anyone.

“ I have my own goals and 
what I want to achieve, 
but for me, No. 1 is always 
team. We want to do 
something special here. 
a championship is the 
No. 1 goal.”

46 SLAMONLINE.COM
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abandon and slammed home a 

ferocious dunk.

For the second half of that 

Sixers game, I ditch the press 

box to go sit with some Knicks 

fan friends, all of whom spend 

the majority of the time marvel-

ing at their team’s newly bright 

future. “This kid is only 20 fuck-

ing years old,” one says early in 

the fourth quarter. “I know. He’s 

going to be so goddamn good,” 

another echoes.

I laugh, knowing I have a long 

cover story to write, one that will 

require a whole bunch of words 

but could really be summed up 

by that one stupid yet oh-so-true 

sentence, uttered right there by 

an average fan with a sub-aver-

age New York City vocabulary.

He’s going to be so god-

damn good.

“IF I MISS THIS, you owe me 

nothing.” 

During a break in the SLAM 

photo shoot, Kristaps and 

Martins are shooting around, 

throwing alley-oop passes to one 

another and fring up long, ridicu-

lous jumpshots. Martins already 

owes Kristaps a 20-spot after 

he lost a bet made earlier in the 

day that he could dunk without 

a running start (he could not), 

and Kristaps is giving Martins 

a chance to even things up by 

offering double or nothing on a 

jumper the rookie is about to toss 

up some 40 feet from the hoop.

Watching Kristaps and 

Martins mess around, it’s easy 

to remember just how young 

Kristaps is. He’s 20, and though 

he’s a mature 20—as we went to 

press, he’s avoided all negative 

headlines and the many social 

distractions of New York City by 

spending the majority of his time 

with his two brothers and parents 

in Westchester—he’s still just 

20. “Even when he was a kid, he 

was a little more [mature] than 

everybody else,” Janis says. “He’s 

always been calm in that sense.”

But you can tell he’s still so 

young, mostly by the child-like 

energy he exudes when he’s just 

being himself. One minute he can 

barely remain seated while he 

rants about how much he loves a 

specifc sushi restaurant back in 

Sevilla, the next he’s joking “Let’s 

get this money!” with one of his 

agent’s employees. Credit his 

fondness for WorldStarHipHop 

or just the general knack he has 

for understanding the intricacies 

of multiple cultures—further 

proven by the fact that he speaks 

Latvian, Spanish and English with 

perfect fuency—but his sense of 

humor is completely in tune with 

today’s American youth.

He also seems to get along 

plenty well with his teammates—

after one December game, 

forward Kevin Seraphin refers 

to Kristaps as his “brother from 

another mother, and another 

father”—though that could be a 

simple by-product of his strong 

play. And that play, while a sur-

prise to everyone from pundits 

to Kristaps’ own brothers—who 

admittedly expected him to need 

a year or two before reaching this 

level—has not been shocking to 

his teammates whatsoever.

NYK guard Langston Galloway 

played pick-up ball with Kristaps 

and a bunch of other Knicks 

shortly after the Latvian was 

drafted and says he knew what 

was up as soon as the group 

got together early in the sum-

mer. “He ran off like 10 [points] 

straight, and I was like, 'This is for 

real, this ain’t no joke,'” Galloway 

says before a recent Knicks 

game. “Soon as he got drafted, 

we knew he was gonna be a 

baller. He just made it look easy.”

Cleanthony Early, standing at 

his locker a few feet away from 

Galloway, chuckles as he listens 

to his teammate speak. “For 

real,” he says with a nod.   

“I have my own goals and what 

I want to achieve, but for me, No. 

1 is always team,” Kristaps says 

back at the training facility. “We 

want to do something special 

here in the future. We want to 

win a Championship here. That’s 

the No. 1 goal.”

It’s obviously a lofty goal, 

one that will take plenty of time 

and require all sorts of breaks in 

the right direction. Who knows, 

though—maybe a 20-year-old 

from Latvia will be the guy to one 

day end the long-time suffering 

of Knicks fans with a Champi-

onship run and a celebratory 

parade down Broadway. 

But frst, here in Tarrytown 

on this December afternoon, a 

double-or-nothing wager needs 

to be settled. 

“OK, deal,” Martins declares. 

KP nods, takes one dribble, and 

launches up a fat-footed J with-

out so much as a tiny leap into 

the air. He’s already cracking a 

smile by the time the ball begins 

to descend toward the hoop. S

the court as he is unkind on 

it. During each of his Spanish 

team’s road trips, he’d purchase 

a souvenir in whatever city he 

visited, then gift the souvenir to 

Satu—an elderly lady employed 

by the team to do things like 

clean the locker room and take 

care of the players’ laundry—

upon his return to Sevilla.) 

Eventually the ’14-15 season 

ended, and what happened next 

is now common knowledge: the 

Draft night boos, the post-Draft 

confdence, the pre-season 

fashes, the regular-season 

highlights. And so, so much 

more. The nicknames: Porzing-

God, Godzingis, Three 6 Latvia, 

Young Taps. The endorsements: 

BodyArmor, Delta Air Lines, Shif-

man Mattress. The media cover-

age: the Daily News declared 

“ZINGSANITY,” The New Yorker 

spoke with a bunch of Latvians 

about Kristaps’ rise, and we 

played our part, too, putting him 

on the cover of this here issue. 

Phil Jackson called him “mag-

ical.” Kobe declared him “pretty 

damn good.” Dirk Nowitzki said 

“he’s for real.”

Why? Because he’s been 

killing it. He has legit three-point 

range; a wide-open jumper al-

most always becomes a bucket. 

He’s intense on the offensive 

boards, crashing in and slam-

ming home put-back dunks over 

hopeless defenders, something 

he’s become known for. His long 

arms and impossible length 

help him maintain relevance 

on defense, even without the 

strength or muscle mass of his 

older peers. And he moves nicely, 

too—at 7-3, there isn’t that gallop 

in his step that you see in some 

goofy, seemingly injury-prone 

big men. In one early season 

game against the 76ers, he juked 

right around the relatively quick 

Nerlens Noel at the top of the 

key, then attacked the rim with A
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Way out in the NBA hinterlands  

plays a guy with as much size, skill and  

personality as anyone in the League.  

As DEMARCUS “BOOGIE” COUSINS  

explains in an exclusive and extensive  

conversation, he’s confident you'll  

start hearing a lot more about him as  

soon as the Kings start winning.

words tzvi twersky  

 portraits atiba jefferson
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Boogie, Cuz and DMC, depend-

ing on who's addressing him—

averaged more than 24 ppg, 

12 rpg, 3 apg, 1 bpg and 1 spg. 

His All-World contemporaries 

at the 4 and 5, Blake Griffn 

and Anthony Davis, have never 

matched those numbers. In fact, 

in the past 40 years, only future 

Hall-of-Famers, like Hakeem 

Olajuwon, Bob McAdoo, David 

Robinson, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 

and Kevin Garnett, have bet-

tered that math. 

Right now, though, no one 

wants to hear about that,  

Cousins says. All fans get to 

read up on are his latest shoe 

purchases, in-game outbursts 

or alleged behind-the-scenes 

squabbles with Coach George 

Karl, who is hardly a wallfower. 

After a highly touted high 

school career at Mobile (AL) 

LeFlore (2009 SLAM HS 

All-American, thank you very 

much), one year under the 

microscope as a national title 

favorite at the University of 

Kentucky, and fve-plus seasons 

fghting for wins and love as a 

Sacramento King, Boogie thinks 

he has fnally found the antidote 

to fip the script. 

SLAM The stats sort of tell the 

tale, but do you think you’re the 

best big man in the League? 

DMC In my mind, it’s not even 

close between me and the next 

person. I would say the next big 

is AD, but it’s not close, in my 

mind. Not close. 

SLAM So how are you going to 

get the credit that you think you 

deserve?

DMC At this point, it’s about 

winning. I got the All-Star ap-

pearances. I got Team USA. My 

name is out there. It’s just about 

winning, it’s about carrying a 

team. I mean, from a talent per-

spective, I know I’m way above 

any other big man—now it’s just 

about winning. 

SLAM Everyone who knows you 

says that your persona doesn’t 

vibe with how you’re portrayed. 

How do you change that? Do 

your mom, friends or even Coach 

Cal have any good advice?

DMC There’s really no advice 

because they all know me. In 

their minds, what the fuck is 

there to change? I’ve sat here 

and thought about it, I’ve ana-

lyzed other players and, shit: 

win, and they’ll accept you for 

whoever you are. You could be 

a fucking crackhead and they’ll 

love you. If you win, they sweep 

everything under the rug.

SLAM What's "winning?"

DMC Where we are, Playoffs 

would be a perfect season. Sky 

is the limit, though—I think 

anything is possible. You think 

it, talk it, and then you can put it 

into existence. 

CUZ CURSES as often as he 

makes opponents look silly. 

Over the course of three hours 

on a November Sunday morn-

ing in Sacramento, he drops 

26 bombs in an interview. The 

unpolished language is endear-

ing to his core fans—real talk, 

he’s 25, rich, living in the 21st 

century and approachable—but 

it doesn’t do the fack at NBA 

HQ any favors. Again, Cousins 

knows that but has decided to 

keep it real, to not be one person 

in public and another in private. 

Very rare. Vey dope. And very 

easy to twist.  

The only thing more force-

ful than Boogie’s blunt-but-

thoughtful words is his game. 

“I mess with him as a per-

son,” a starting power forward 

in the Eastern Conference told 

us recently, “but I hate playing 

against him. I need a week off 

before I’m good to go again.”

Thick as he is tall, Cousins 

punishes opponents for 34 min-

utes a night. He fghts with his 

hands and torso, he plants and 

pushes with his legs and ass, 

and he hammers his defender 

with every ounce of heart in 

his chest. Throw in DMC’s soft 

hands and ballerina-esque bal-

ance for a man of his width and 

it makes sense that he either 

gets fouled (shoots nearly 11 

free throws per) or fouls (nearly 

4.5) on every single play. 

SLAM When did you start work-

ing out, like, at 12 years old?

DMC [Laughs] That’s coun-

try strength. That’s natural 

strength. 

DeMarcus Cousins’ name rings 

(cow)bells.

The Sacramento Kings star 

has nearly 1,000,000 follow-

ers on Instagram, 600,000 on 

Twitter and is in the news about 

as much as one could expect 

from a player on a sub-.500 

team located in one of the NBA’s 

smallest markets. 

What’s more, when social me-

dia buzzes about Cousins, it’s 

often due to a Vine-able snarl, 

glare or shove. Worse, when the 

imposing 6-11, 270-pound big 

provides mainstream media 

with access, the ensuing stories 

are as apt to focus on his hot 

temper and sharp tongue as 

they are his skills and stats.

Contrary to a popular narra-

tive, , Cousins is no dummy. The 

All-Star realizes that a simplis-

tic national media is in no rush 

to share his frequent on-court 

smiles or coverage of his fve- 

and six-fgure charity initiatives 

in the community.

DeMarcus, who has the body 

of a country-strong 25-year-old 

and the life experiences of a 

big-city 50-year-old, has learned 

that he can’t control the spin. He 

knows, too, that he can’t write 

the story. Still, Cousins wants to 

be recognized for his game. He 

wants people to know just how 

dominant he is on the hardwood. 

An example: Last season, 

Cousins—who also goes by 

“ In my mind, it’s not  
even close between me 
and the next best big 
man. I would say the  
next is AD, but it’s not 
close in my mind.”
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kid in tears and, eventually, on 

another team.

Cousins won’t confrm nor 

deny the report. No matter, it’s 

indicative of the two truths of 

his stay in the League. First: 

DMC uses a K2-sized chip on 

his shoulder to fuel his fre, and 

second, the 61 hoopers he’s 

shared the court with in North-

ern California haven’t always 

been up to the task of teaming 

up with Boogie for wins. 

SLAM The Kings look like they’ll 

be in the Playof hunt this sea-

son, but the team hasn’t made 

the postseason since 2006, 

which obviously covers your 

whole career. How have you kept 

your love for the game with so 

much losing?

DMC I love doing this. I eat, sleep 

and shit basketball [laughs].

SLAM Kobe, LeBron—guys like 

that come back every summer 

with one new move defenders 

haven’t seen. How do you go into 

the summer?

DMC Man, I’m trying to work on 

everything. I want to get better in 

every area. I agree with them—

there is always something I want 

to bring in that they haven’t 

seen before. This year I would 

say that’s shooting the three. It’s 

been beneftting me well so far. 

SLAM On another note, LeBron 

said the other day that he felt his 

body turn at 26. That he couldn’t 

eat junk food and hoop—he had 

to come in early, stretch, do yoga. 

You’re about 25 and a half—you 

there yet?

DMC Trust me, I know exactly 

what he’s saying. I’m feeling it 

now, so I totally understand what 

he’s saying.  This is your busi-

ness, this is your moneymaker, 

you have to take care of yourself. 

SLAM So how is this year difer-

ent for you?

DMC Longer hours in the gym. 

Coming in two hours before, 

leaving two hours after. Just con-

stant tuning up at all times. 

SLAM By the same token, do you 

watch a lot of tape? 

DMC I’m actually leaning that 

way now. The biggest infuence in 

that has been [King’s PG Rajon] 

Rondo. He’s really big on flm. 

You know, we sit by each other 

on the plane so it’s just constant. 

SLAM It seems like you guys are 

starting to turn the page, like 

you’re changing the energy. Do 

you feel that happening here in 

Sacramento?

DMC I love Sacramento. I con-

sider this home, so that’s not the 

problem. The losing is. 

SLAM So are you working on your 

legacy?

DMC All that comes into play. 

I want my legacy to be here, I 

want my number in the rafters 

here. I want that storyline to be, 

He changed things around in 

Sacramento. 

SLAM Random, but I see a lot of 

Kevin Garnett in you. From your 

leadership style to the way you 

move. Do you see that?

DMC Possibly. But again, this 

is what I’ve come to conclude: 

Winning covers up everything. 

If KG was always losing and was 

the same person, they would 

think he was the worst guy ever. 

That’s basically the situation 

SLAM Growing up in Alabama 

with that strength, how come 

you didn’t get steered toward 

football?

DMC Like everybody in Alabama, 

I did play football. But I was too 

tall and lanky. My mom didn’t 

want me playing, she thought I’d 

get hurt, and she forced me to 

start playing ball. 

SLAM And did you have a love 

for it right away?

DMC Nah, I couldn’t stand bas-

ketball at frst. But the more I did 

it, the more I started to love it. 

SLAM Right now, you’re totally 

chill. But when you’re hooping, 

your mentality seems to change. 

Are you conscious of that?

DMC It happens. I don’t know. 

It’s hard for me to explain, 

because I’m in the moment. I’m 

one way on the court, totally 

different off of it. That’s one of 

the things that kind of bugs me 

as well: You got the guy on the 

court, trying to rip your damn 

head off, trying to do whatever 

it takes to win. Off the court, I’m 

chill. That’s basically the best 

way: I’m chill, I’m laid back. 

SLAM Do you get extra hype for 

certain games, when you play 

a Cleveland, a Golden State, 

an L.A.?

DMC I get up for every game. 

I like competing. It doesn’t 

matter if it’s the Sixers, Celtics, 

whatever the case may be. 

SLAM Do you like when there  

is a big on the other team  

to bang with?

DMC My favorite team to go 

against is the Clippers. Well, I 

can say I get up for games like 

that. That’s a big game for me. 

SLAM For some reason, I feel like 

it’s good versus evil when you 

play against Blake and them.  

DMC True. [Laughs] True. It’s the 

poster boy against the bad boy. 

THERE’S A STORY that made 

the rounds where a young 

DeMarcus approaches an 

even younger teammate and 

gets in his face. In an effort 

to jumpstart the kid’s career, 

Boogie calls him out on failing 

to live up to his potential. While 

the speech might’ve worked 

for a hungrier dude, it left the 

In the past 40 years,  
only future hall-of- 
famers , like Bob  
McAdoo, David Robinson, 
Hakeem Olajuwon, 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar  
and Kevin Garnett,  
have bettered Cousins’  
’14-15 numbers. R
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with SLAM watching “from the 

woods.” The crowd, sparse in 

number but loud in roar, is excited 

to have their star in uniform. De-

spite dealing with the back pain 

and an underreported foot injury, 

Boogie is having a career-year 

(31, 9 and 6 on this occasion) 

and the Kings are within shouting 

distance of the Playoffs. 

As the crowd bundles up to 

head home, stragglers hang in 

the inner sanctum of Sleep Train 

Arena to talk shop while waiting 

for the team to shower. One 

particularly knowledgeable and 

respected man pulls a reporter 

aside, unprovoked, and offers up 

a wild-but-telling scenario.

“If someone had a gun to my 

head and said pick one player to 

represent you in a one-on-one 

where if he wins you live, he loses 

you die,” says the man, straight-

faced, “I’d choose DeMarcus 

over everyone else. After all, 

there’s nothing he can’t do—and 

he really hates losing.”

Now that’s a storyline Boogie 

could get down with. 

SLAM Is the game as easy for you 

as it looks?

DMC On the court? Absolutely, 

it’s easy. Nobody can guard me. 

SLAM With some of the other big 

guys, it looks like work. Getting 

25 and 12 seems to sort of just 

happen for you. 

DMC I hate to sound cocky, but 

yes, it’s easy. S

I’m in. Since I’m losing, no one 

loves a loser—everyone loves a 

winner. That’s how it goes. I don’t 

see a difference between me and 

Joakim [Noah]. If anything, I feel 

Joakim has more crazy moments 

than I do—but his is passion, mine 

are an attitude or anger problems. 

SLAM Have you accepted that 

you can’t change it, except by 

winning?

DMC I’m not going to change 

myself—I am who I am. I’m very 

comfortable in my skin. Like I said, 

everything changes with winning. 

SLAM So the focus is on winning, 

and you have to move from 

being a great player to being a 

winner. How do you embrace that 

mindset?

DMC The biggest thing is, 

it’s easy to lead when you’re 

winning. It’s easy to say all the 

right things. When you’re going 

through all the adversity and 

you’re losing and you’re at the 

bottom, that shows who the real 

leader is, in my eyes. It’s easy to 

lead when you’re winning. What’s 

tough about it?—you’re already 

winning. So, I feel like the true 

leader comes out in tough times. 

AFTER BEING HELD out for 

three games to rest an ailing 

back (with this very special photo 

shoot thankfully not disrupted), 

DeMarcus returns to the Kings’ 

lineup for the November 30 home 

win against the Dallas Mavericks 

“ I want my legacy to be 
here, I want my number 
in the rafters here.  
I want that storyline to 
be, He changed things 
around in Sacramento.” F
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deal with Russian power BC 

Khimki last summer and proved 

to be a sound investment. Rice 

led the team in points (15.8) and 

assists (5.8), and guided the 

franchise to a Eurocup champi-

onship win, earning the Eurocup 

MVP and Eurocup fnals MVP. 

See a pattern? He’s now one of 

14 people to win the Euroleague 

and Eurocup championship, 

ever. And the only person to do it 

in back-to-back seasons.

With that résumé and a 

constantly growing trophy case, 

it’d be easy for him to rest on his 

laurels. But that’s not in his DNA. 

Plus there’s the bigger picture. 

Rice admits he often watches 

NBA games and wonders why he 

hasn’t gotten his shot. Even after 

proving he can carry a team on 

Europe’s biggest stage, twice. 

It’s one hell of a motivator.  

“We can be at a bar. If some-

body asks me about the NBA 

too many times that night, I 

leave and go to the gym,” he says 

with a laugh. “I fnd motivation 

in almost anything. Until I know 

I’ve put everything forward that I 

can, then I won’t stop trying.”

“[Tyrese’s] name is well known 

[in Europe],” says fve-year NBA 

vet Eric Maynor, who spent last 

season playing in Italy. “I’ve 

always thought he should be in 

the NBA. It confuses me that he 

never really got the chance.”

Rice isn’t standing next to his 

phone waiting on a call from his 

agent, though. While he may be 

underappreciated by NBA GMs, 

the love he gets across the pond 

is real and reaching superstar 

status—he recently re-upped 

with Khimki for $7.9 million per, 

making him the highest paid 

American-born player in Europe. 

“I [put in] years of work, 

years of sacrifce and had 

bumps and bruises in the road,” 

says Rice. “I’m the type of 

person that believes if you put a 

certain amount of work in, and 

have a certain attitude toward 

things and your heart is always 

in the right place, then good 

things happen to you.”

Modesty aside, Rice is becom-

ing something of a legend over-

seas after going back-to-back 

like MJ. But don’t tell him that. 

He scoffs at the title. Almost. 

“I don’t throw that word 

around lightly,” he says. “If I can 

go out and win another [cham-

pionship], three times in a row, 

then maybe we can talk.” S

While running the point for 

Israeli powerhouse Maccabi Tel 

Aviv during the 2013-14 season, 

Tyrese Rice learned just how real 

the game of basketball can get.

In the Euroleague Final Four 

semifnal, Rice scored the game-

winner with fve seconds left in 

a comeback win against heavy 

favorite CSKA Moscow. The  

Mediolanum Forum was past lit. 

In the championship game, 

Maccabi defeated Real Madrid in 

another thriller in OT. Rice cooked 

in the fourth quarter and OT, scor-

ing 21 of his 26, earning his frst 

ring and Final Four MVP honors. 

He was carried off the court on 

one of his teammates’ shoulders. 

It was like a scene from a movie.

But it was a meeting he had 

after the game with team owners 

and the family's matriarch that 

blew the former Boston College 

standout’s mind. “They didn’t 

want to tell me,” says the 28-year-

old Richmond, VA, native. “When 

I made the game-winner, against 

CSKA Moscow, [the woman’s] 

husband got so excited he had 

a heart attack and died. Right 

there, watching the game.”

Rice was beyond speechless. 

“She was like, ‘Look, we want you 

to understand that we as a fam-

ily are still happy and proud of 

this moment. We know he was as 

happy as he could probably ever 

be in his life [when he passed].’”

“For that to happen, and for 

his family to really just kind of 

take me in, like, ‘We’re proud of 

you,’ I just had to take it in stride.”  

Rice’s story is similar to many 

Americans who’ve spent time in 

the European ranks, yet differ-

ent in so many ways. Undrafted 

in ’09 after four productive 

years at Boston College, Rice 

made his professional debut in 

Greece (Panionios) in ’09. The 

speedy 6-1 lead guard cut his 

teeth during one-year stints in 

Germany (Artland Dragons), 

Lithuania (Lietuvos Rytas) and 

Germany (FC Bayern Munich) 

again before getting the call 

from Tel Aviv, then coached by 

current Cleveland Cavaliers 

head coach David Blatt, in 2013.

At each stop, the single father 

has his No. 1 fan, his 9-year-old 

son Ashawn, by his side. Teams 

know they’re a package deal. 

“I think it’s most important for 

a little boy to be with his father,” 

reasons Rice, saying all teams 

have been accommodating.

Following his magical playoff 

run with Maccabi in 2014, the 

sharpshooter with a ridiculous 

handle was a hot commodity. 

He signed a lucrative three-year 

W

“ I find motivation  
in almost anything.  
Until I know I've  
put everything  
forward that  
I can, then I won't  
stop trying.”

TY  
 DOLLA  

SIGN

Without much fanfare in the States, former  

Boston College star TYRESE RICE has spent six  

seasons in Europe earning trophies and respect.
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Despite social and political turmoil, the TIBETAN REFUGEE COMMUNITY  

in India remains bonded together by the game of basketball.

words karan madhok portraits angad sodhi
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As the birthplace of Buddhism 

(the Buddha received enlighten-

ment and gave his sermons in 

North India) and current home of 

the Dalai Lama, India was an easy 

choice for refugees hoping for 

a new life. About 2,500 Tibetan 

refugees make the journey out 

of China annually. They cross 

glaciers, trek through mountain 

passes and walk in the blanket 

of night to avoid detection. 

In Dharamshala, the Central 

Tibetan Administration (CTA), 

a government for those in exile, 

has been set up.

Two schools of thought have 

developed among Tibetans for 

the political status of their home-

land: the Dalai Lama-supported 

Middle Way that asks for au-

tonomy for the Tibetan people as 

a part of China, and the Tibetan 

Independence Movement that 

demands complete freedom.

Despite protests and support 

of many world leaders, neither 

approach has worked. As far as 

China sees it, Tibet, unsettled 

and rich in resources, will always 

be a part of its country.

Directly below where the CTA 

is located in Dharamshala is the 

newly renovated Gangyi Court, 

which is playing host to the 

Martyr’s Tournament. On the day 

of the fnals, the hillside is abuzz. 

Young hoopheads wearing NBA 

t-shirts mingle with monks 

in robes and enthusiastically 

cheering girls in traditional chu-

pas. Tibetan fags and Buddhist 

prayer fags fy around the court. 

Among the fans is Tsetan  

Tenzin, age 30: by day an assis-

tant at a Tibetan herbal medicine 

clinic, by night a long-range threat 

for Example Team, which was 

ousted earlier in the tournament. 

Tenzin was born in Tibet but his 

parents hired a guide to help him 

escape to India when he was 7. He 

hasn’t seen them since. 

Tenzin’s love grew when he 

was in school at a refugee or-

phanage in Mussoorie, in North 

India. He carried it with him 

when he moved to Dharamshala. 

“We play basketball so much 

in Dharamshala because, sur-

rounded by mountains, there is 

no room for bigger games,” he 

says. “Tibetans love the NBA. My 

favorite player is Stephen Curry; 

I love to shoot from outside.”

The refugees’ love for the 

game is also an ode to their 

“motherland,” where basket-

ball is one of the most popular 

sports, too. “In Tibet, people play 

a lot of basketball, too, especially 

in school,” Tenzin adds. “So it’s 

normal for refugees to come [to 

India] and continue playing.”

CHINA, with more than 1.3 billion 

people, has the largest hoops 

fan base on Earth. The sport was 

always popular, but after Yao 

Ming was drafted No. 1 in 2002, 

it took center stage. China has a 

fast-growing league (CBA) and 

is one of Asia’s most powerful 

national teams. Their second-tier 

league, the National Basketball 

League (NBL), expanded to Tibet 

this year, where the region’s capi-

tal city of Lhasa will host rivals 

in what China Daily called “the 

world’s highest basketball court” 

at 3,658 meters above sea level.

China pushed swift devel-

opment in infrastructure and 

economy in Tibet, but what they 

call development and moderniza-

tion, Tibetans call environmental 

deterioration and cultural geno-

cide. International human rights 

groups have exposed stories of 

violations and the unwelcome 

indoctrination of Chinese com-

munist thought and philosophy 

among the Tibetan population, 

replacing centuries of lifestyle, 

language, spirituality and culture. 

To raise awareness, the Dalai 

Lama has traveled the world 

speaking to leaders and humani-

tarian organizations. He won the 

Nobel Peace Prize in 1989. 

Hours before the tourney's 

fnals, I met Wangden Krab, presi-

dent of the Regional TYC offce in 

McLeod Ganj, who organizes the 

event. “The purpose is to remem-

ber the Tibetan martyrs who have 

sacrifced for their country,” Krab 

says. “Most Tibetan youth are 

now born in India or come here 

very young. In this tournament, 

we want to remind them of their 

martyrs. We want to bring young-

sters together and unite them.”

After a morning of medita-

tion and philosophical exercises, 

Thakpa Kunga and his class-

mates—all Buddhist monks-in-

training—decided to temporarily 

skip spinning prayer wheels and 

start spinning basketballs.

They snuck out of their monas-

tery in McLeod Ganj—a mountain 

town in India, more than 6,500 

feet above sea level in the Himala-

yan Mountains—and rolled down 

to their neighborhood court, 

wearing traditional monk robes: a 

decorated golden or yellow chogu 

(undershirt) with a red shawl 

covering their bodies. The niftier 

monks among them found sneak-

ers, while the rest descended in 

fip-fops. To save time, Kunga and 

his friends played unchanged in 

their robes. A few hours later, they 

snuck back into the monastery 

for more lessons in spirituality.

Nearly a decade later, I meet 

Kunga on another court. He's 

continued on his path to full 

monkhood, and the 27-year-old 

is now enrolled in Tibetan Higher 

Studies at the Sarah College in 

Dharamshala, which is a larger 

mountain town a short walk 

down from McLeod Ganj.

But Kunga hasn’t abandoned 

his love of hoops. Every year, he 

played for Sarah in the Martyr’s 

Memorial Basketball Tourna-

ment, a championship for the 

community of Tibetan refugees 

in Dharamshala and beyond who 

escaped Tibet's Chinese rule. 

“Basketball is like meditation on 

court. Sometimes, I play just to 

clear tension. When you play bas-

ketball, there are no problems.”

For years, I held the mountain 

hamlets of Dharamshala and 

McLeod Ganj in great regard, 

partly because of my addiction 

to the Himalayas, and partly 

because of the organic love for 

basketball among the area's 

refugees. So when I found out 

about the Martyr’s Memorial 

Tournament, I traveled back up 

the mountains. I met a myriad 

of people, including monks who 

had devoted their lives to achiev-

ing nirvana, refugees with stories 

of pain and danger, and young 

men and women with ambitions 

like every other young Indian in 

the country’s growing economy. 

And I found that the game 

of basketball—in its own small 

way—bonded them all together. 

Tibet—Xizang in Chinese—is 

China’s second-largest province. 

It sits on the world’s highest 

plateau and has long served as a 

buffer between the planet’s two 

largest and occasionally hostile 

populations: China and India. 

In 1950, the Chinese People’s 

Liberation Army (PLA) “liberated” 

Tibet and soon, China's govern-

ment won complete sovereignty 

over the region. 

But many Tibetans have 

opposed China’s claim and have 

been fghting for Tibet’s freedom 

from Big Brother in Beijing for de-

cades. There was much violence 

and bloodshed in the late ’50s, 

and in contemporary times, the 

largest uprising for Tibet’s cause 

was in the lead-up to the Beijing 

Olympics in 2008, when hun-

dreds were shot by the Chinese 

and thousands arrested. In recent 

years, over 140 Tibetan monks 

have performed self-immolations 

in opposition to Chinese rule. 

Back in 1959, Tibetan Bud-

dhism’s spiritual leader, the 14th 

Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, fed to 

exile in India, where he eventually 

settled in McLeod Ganj. Scores of 

refugees followed him. 

Estimates have about 150,000 

Tibetans living in exile around the 

world, with over 94,000 in India. 

A

“ Basketball is like  
meditation on court.  
Sometimes, I play just  
to clear tension. When 
you play basketball,  
there are no problems.” 
—KUNGA
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The TYC is the largest Tibetan 

non-governmental organization 

of Tibetan exiles, mostly young 

Tibetans with hopes of Tibetan 

independence. They have around 

80 chapters and over 20,000 

members around the world. 

“We are still fghting for com-

plete independence,” Krab says. 

“We report to world governments, 

the UN and other human rights 

organizations about the critical 

situation in Tibet, including losing 

freedom of speech and fghting 

for human rights. Many refugees 

are not ready to settle in India; 

they always dream of Tibet.”

Krab has dissent in his blood. 

His grandfather fought in the 

war against China in the late '50s 

before being imprisoned for 30 

years by the Chinese. His father 

was arrested for protesting 

Chinese deforestation in Tibet’s 

Dzorge area. Krab himself es-

caped to India in '99, at age 16. 

But today, his main agenda is 

basketball. “In Tibetan schools 

here, all types of players—tall, 

short, good, bad—stop and try 

their hand at basketball and are 

eager to learn,” he says. “It is a 

more ‘freestyle’ sport, with less 

structure and has rules that peo-

ple can understand. There are no 

limits to basketball. Everyone can 

come to the ground and play.”

MCLEOD GANJ is a vibrant 

community where Tibetan 

refugees, NGO workers, tourists, 

monks and locals live in relative 

harmony. Tibetan culture is still 

preserved strongly here. Most 

refugees can speak and read 

the Tibetan language, know 

folk songs, speak of Tibetan 

“freedom fghters” and dream of 

Lhasa as their Promised Land.

Around town, there is also talk 

of the tournament—among the 

youth, monks, working men and 

women. The girls’ fnal is won by 

Men-Tse-Khang (Tibetan Medi-

cal and Astrological Institute), 

dressed in Miami Heat colors. 

The boys’ teams—both wear-

ing practice jerseys that have 

slogans like “Free Tibet” or faces 

of the Dalai Lama—step out for 

their fnal. Before the game tips 

off, both teams greet each other 

with traditional Tibetan presents 

of white scarves. 

The last two teams are 

“Dhasa,” comprised mainly of 

second-generation Tibetans born 

to refugee parents in India, and 

“Nomads,” who feature 20-some-

things who escaped from China 

more recently. The action on 

court immediately speeds up. 

Each fall takes a little longer 

to recover from. Tough layups 

between crowds of defenders are 

the go-to approach. There are no 

dunks, but athletic lay-ups with 

the and-1 call prevail.

Eventually the Nomads break 

open the contest with a barrage 

of long-range shots. They win by 

3 and the crowd rushes the court.

Players are lifted on shoulders 

and drenched with water under a 

furry of happy prayer fags. 

Despite the differences 

between the Tibetans and the 

Chinese majority in politics, 

philosophy and the fght for 

freedom, basketball could close 

the gap. Nearly every refugee I 

spoke with had played basketball 

at some point. The Han Chinese 

love basketball, too; the sport is 

a common thread between two 

cultures that have such a wide 

cultural gap and often view each 

other in suspicion and distrust.

Days after I left Dharamshala 

and McLeod Ganj, I refected on a 

sense of incompleteness among 

the refugees. They are exiled from 

China but not fully assimilated 

into mainstreem Indian society. 

Stuck in this purgatory, all they 

have is their community, their 

culture and their spirituality to ac-

company them. And basketball. S

 Thakpa  

 Kunga 
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lute The Kentucky  
Colonels  

disappeared when the 

ABA merged into the 

NBA, but the memories 

of one of the more 

entertaining franchises 

in hoops history aren’t 

going anywhere. 

by MICHAEL BRADLEY
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    here’s a good chance that 

John Y. Brown didn’t have the 

million. It’s almost guaranteed. 

Even though Brown’s Kentucky 

Colonels had fnally won an ABA 

title after seven years of disap-

pointing fnishes that included 

two fnals losses and other 

heartbreakers, the owner still 

had to sell off one of his most 

prized assets to stay out of debt.

But that was the ABA for 

you. Always go big. You fnally 

won a title? Why not issue a 

million-dollar challenge to the 

best of the best? A seven-game 

series for a seven-fgure payout. 

There’s a sweet symmetry to it. 

“We would have killed them,” 

says Dan Issel, a Colonel for  

fve years.

If that was the case, then 

Brown was safe. Even though 

his Colonels were sagging 

fnancially, along with the rest of 

the ABA, the product on court 

was still stronger than Kentucky 

center Artis Gilmore, a sequoia 

of a man. Issel, Gilmore and 

Louie Dampier comprised the 

nucleus, and all three are in the 

Hall of Fame. It’s not at all crazy 

to think they would have dis-

patched the ’75 Warriors, who 

weren’t exactly the ’95-96 Bulls. 

“We won [the fnals] in fve 

games, and [playing Golden 

State] would have been another 

fve-game series,” Issel says. 

We never found out how the 

teams would have fared against 

each other, because it made no 

sense for the NBA to agree to 

such a meeting. When you are 

big brother, you don’t give the 

kid a shot at your title. 

As it turns out, that 1975 

championship season was 

just about the last moment of 

glory for the franchise, one of 

the original ABA teams and 

certainly one of the two or three 

most stable. One season later, 

the league merged with the 

NBA, sending four teams (San 

Antonio, Indiana, Denver and 

the Nets) to the big time, while 

Kentucky joined St. Louis and 

Virginia—not to mention Utah 

and San Diego, which died early 

in the ’75-76 season—to the 

graveyard. ABA players were 

distributed to NBA teams like 

assets, and all that was left were 

red, white and blue memories.

“We were all in it together,” 

Issel says. “You might take a 

swing at a guy during the course 

of a game, but you might go and 

have dinner with him later on.”

The Colonels were a steady 

force in the ABA, and Issel, 

Gilmore and Dampier was as 

potent as any trio, no matter the 

league. Playing in Louisville’s 

Freedom Hall and capitalizing 

on the state’s affection for the 

University of Kentucky, the 

Colonels built a fan base and 

were rocks on a landscape that 

was always shifting. Sure, they 

had classic ABA moments, like 

when they used a female jockey 

(briefy) during a game and 

hired a pediatrician to be the 

team doctor, but everybody in 

the league did crazy stuff. The 

ABA began its existence in ’67 

with 11 teams, and only four 

made it to ’76 in their same cit-

ies. Kentucky was one of them.

“I thought the team was 

frst class in every way,” says 

Darel Carrier, who teamed with 

Dampier for fve seasons. “We 

stayed in the best motels and 

ate well. You’d hear stories of 

roofs leaking and other things, 

but I didn’t see that.

“We had some really good 

basketball players.”

THE IDEA WAS to get more 

women to Colonels games; 

that’s why Brown installed an 

all-female “board of directors.” 

T
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It was ceremonial, of course; he 

ran the team. But by appearing 

friendly, he hoped to increase 

attendance. His wife Ellie was 

the chairman, and one day 

during the ’74-75 season, she 

and her fellow board members 

opened practice, but only to 

women. Issel estimates 300 

people were in the stands when 

Hubie Brown, then a frst-year 

coach, convened the workout.

Today, people know Brown as 

a TV analyst who breaks games 

into bite-sized portions that 

are easily digestible by viewers. 

When he stormed up and down 

the sidelines running teams, he 

was as caustic as could be, with 

a direct approach that included 

liberal doses of profanity. When 

he noticed the audience wasn’t 

taking interest in the proceed-

ings, he stopped everything and 

issued a stern warning.

“I wasn’t excited about you 

being here,” Issel remembers 

him saying. “If you can’t be 

quiet and pay attention, you 

can get the fuck out of here.”

That did it. “Not another 

word was spoken,” Issel says.

Brown’s arrival was the fnal 

ingredient in the Colonels’ 

championship quest. They had 

the players but lacked the kind 

of leadership provided by Brown, 

one of the frst coaches to pay 

attention to advanced statistics 

and apply them during games. 

He later called the Colonels the 

best he ever coached.

“When it came to coaching 

games, Hubie was the best I 

ever played for,” Issel says.

It wasn’t always that way. Not 

that the Colonels were misman-

aged. No team, no matter how 

talented, could have enjoyed 

the success Kentucky did with 

people on the bench who didn’t 

know what they were doing. 

After stumbling in the Eastern 

semifnals their frst two years, 

the Colonels reached the con-

ference championship round 

in 1970. The next year, new GM 

Mike Storen hired UK legend 

Frank Ramsey, who helped the 

Wildcats win the 1951 national 

title and had generally been 

accorded deity status in his 

home state. Though somewhat 

reluctant to assume the reins, 

he did so to help the struggling 

Colonels, although some won-

dered if it was a good idea.

Kentucky only went 32-35 

under Ramsey, who took over 

17 games into the season. But 

once the playoffs started, things 

changed. The Colonels dumped 

Florida and Virginia to reach the 

fnals with Utah, which had won 

58 games during the regular 

season, 14 more than Kentucky 

had. The series went the dis-

tance, but Utah prevailed. That 

was it for Ramsey, who resigned 

after the season. It didn’t mat-

ter. Gilmore was on his way.

The Jacksonville University 

standout was technically a terri-

torial property of the Floridians, 

based in Miami. The ABA, in an 

attempt to help attendance, 

encouraged teams to sign play-

ers who attended college close 

by. That’s how UK stars Dampier 

and Issel, not to mention Carrier, 

a Western Kentucky standout, 

ended up with the Colonels. 

Since the Floridians were one 

year away from extinction and 

were giving off the aroma of 

road kill, the idea of sending 

Gilmore to the franchise was  

ludicrous. The league held a 

meeting at which teams pre-

sented sealed bids for Gilmore. 

Storen pledged $3 million, a ri-

diculous fgure for either league, 

but one that scared off other 

GMs. Kentucky got Gilmore and 

signed him to a 10-year deal 

worth $1.5 million, even though 

it was announced at $2.7 mil-

lion. The numbers didn’t matter. 

What was important was that 

Gilmore was a Colonel.

“He was unbelievable,” Issel 

says. “His thighs (27 inches 

around) were almost as big as 

his waist.”

The arrival of Gilmore cannot 

be understated for both the 

Colonels and the ABA. He would 

have easily been the top pick in 

the NBA Draft, ahead of Austin 

Carr and Sidney Wicks. Though 

he played just two years at 

Jacksonville, he averaged 24.3 

ppg and 22.7 rpg and led the 

nation in rebounding twice. He 

helped the Dolphins to the 1970 

NCAA Championship game, 

where they fell, 80-69, to UCLA. 

Standing 7-2 but looking far 

more imposing with a fve-inch 

Afro, Gilmore was something 

of a mythical fgure by the time 

he reached the NBA in ’76. He 

led the ABA in rebounding four 

of his fve seasons and aver-

aged 5.0 bpg as a rookie. With 

Gilmore protecting the rim, 

Kentucky could push way out 

on the men they were covering, 

secure in the fact that if they 

were beaten, A-Train was there.

“Defense was an area I 

placed emphasis on,” Gilmore 

says. “I prided myself on mak-

ing a contribution.”

The ’71-72 Colonels won 

an ABA-record 68 games but 

somehow lost in the Eastern 

semis to the Nets in six. They 

reached the fnals in ’73 but lost 

to Indiana in seven. It seemed 

ridiculous that a team with 

so much talent couldn’t win a 

championship. The Colonels 

certainly had offense. Issel 

scored 25 or more each of his 

frst four seasons. “Dan was a 

special, unique player,” Gilmore 

says. “He was able to stretch 

the foor and knock down shots 

from the perimeter. He could 

also put the ball on the foor.” 

Gilmore was a regular 20-plus 

ppg sccorer, while also provid-

ing defense and rebounding. 

Then there was Dampier. The 

Kentucky product was instru-

mental in Issel’s desire to join 

the Colonels, thanks to their 

friendship at UK when Dampier 

was a senior and Issel a fresh-

man. Barely 6-0 and a lean 170 

pounds, Dampier wasn’t going 

to overwhelm anyone. Give him 

six inches, however, and he 

could squeeze off a shot any-

where. The all-time ABA leader 

in points scored, three-pointers 

made, assists and games, 

Dampier is one of the most 

underrated players in history, 

simply because the bulk of his 

career came in a league that re-

ceived little national attention.

“The second time I coached 

the Nuggets, I talked him into T
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“We were all in it together. You might take a swing  
at a guy during the course of a game, but you might 
go and have dinner with him later on.” -Is s e l

o

being one of my assistant 

coaches,” says Issel, who pre-

sented Dampier at his 2015 Hall 

induction. “Even at 60, he was 

the best shooter in the gym. Not 

only was he accurate, he could 

get his shot away so quickly. 

He couldn’t jump, but when 

he came off a pick, if he had a 

sliver of daylight, it was going in. 

And Darel Carrier was a close 

second in terms of shooting.”

Carrier came to the Colonels 

from the AAU ranks, where he 

played for the Phillips 66 team, 

which gave its players 20 gallons 

of gas for every three-pointer. “I 

told Louie I never had to pay for 

gas,” the marksman says. “But 

I split it with my teammates.” 

Carrier spent fve years with the 

Colonels, leaving after the ’71-72 

season for Memphis, before a 

torn Achilles ended his career.

The ABA’s end came in 1976, 

but Kentucky’s demise started 

a year earlier when owner John 

Brown decided to jettison a 

prime asset to save money. “It 

was either me or Artis,” Issel 

says. “Someone told him Artis 

was going to have a longer ca-

reer than I would, so I was sold 

to the Baltimore Claws.” The 

Claws never paid up, so Brown 

shipped Issel to Denver, where 

he played 10 more seasons. 

In 1976, the Colonels lost a 

semifnal series to Issel and the 

Nuggets, who went on to drop 

a memorable fnals to Dr. J’s 

New York Nets. That was it for 

the ABA. Denver, San Antonio, 

Indiana and the Nets paid the 

$3 million fee to join the NBA. 

Brown declined. Gilmore was 

drafted by the Bulls; Dampier 

went to the Spurs. 

Issel has a picture from 

the day Gilmore was inducted 

into the Hall, with Issel, Moses 

Malone, Erving, George Gervin 

and David Thompson, all ABA 

alums. 

“There was a camaraderie 

that didn’t exist across teams in 

the NBA,” Issel says.

Kentucky was a big part of it. S
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THE FAN
CHECK OUT HOW PEOPLE  
REP THEIR TEAMS.  
WHAT’S YOUR STYLE? 
To get your own adidas  

NBA gear, head to adidas.com.
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Fashion trends come and go, but one thing that will never go out of style is supporting your squad. This February, get ready to watch  
the best of the best play in the 2016 NBA All-Star Game in Toronto. To get in the mood, grab one of these new adidas NBA All-Star jerseys. 

With custom elements like a sublimated Maple leaf on the front, the Toronto skyline on the back and subtle nods to the Raptors  
and the global aspect of this game (all of which we will get into in greater detail next month), homage is paid in full to an international city  

that hosted the very frst NBA game in 1946. Grab one today and show your love for the Game.  IMAGE  TOM MEDVEDICH
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clockwise from bottom left: 
Jordan  Melo M12 Out now, $135
adidas  Crazylight Boost 2.5 Out now, $125
Under Armour Curry Two Out now, $130
adidas D Lillard  2 Out now, $115
Nike LeBron 13 Out now, $200

I m a ge  

Tom Medvedich

KICKS  
ON  
COURT
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adidas Originals Crestwood Mid Out now, $75

Converse CONS One Star Pro Out now, $75 EWING 33 Hi Out now, $120 EWING 33 Mid Out now, $110

Jordan 1 Retro High February 1, $140

Nike Lunar Force 1 Sneakerboot Premium 
Out now, $200

Jordan 1 Mid Out now, $110 Jordan Eclipse Out now, $110

Nike Air Max 95 Sneakerboot Out now, $200 Timberland Adventure 2.0 Cupsole Chukka 
Out now, $125

adidas Originals ZX Flux Plus Out now, $110

Converse CONS One Star Pro Out now, $75Converse Chuck Taylor All Star II Out now, $75adidas Originals Stan Smith Out now, $85
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KICKS  
OFF  
COURT
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KICKS  
EXTRA

SPEEDIN’
Like its basketball counterpart, Nike  
Football continues to bring nothing but heat. 

You thought the Swoosh was only killing the game on the hardwood? Nah, homie. Watch the 

Super Bowl and you’ll see the latest and greatest in gridiron gear thanks to Nike Football, 

who introduced the Vapor Untouchable uniform and Vapor Untouchable II cleat in December. 

There was also a wear-test event on the campus of the University of Oregon in Eugene, a ft-

ting setting, since UO has served as the lab for Nike Football tech for decades. 

The redesigned uniform system and cleat are a complete overhaul of engineered function 

and ft, built to increase one thing: speed. “It’s right up my alley,” says Seattle Seahawks defen-

sive end Michael Bennett, who is top-10 in the NFL in sacks. “It’s lighter, so you’re faster. It’s all 

about, how fast can you be? Some of these guys are so fast it doesn’t even make sense.”

The 100 percent stretch-woven uni is almost four ounces lighter than what’s out now, and 

the 9.5-ounce cleat, with a Nike Flyweave upper and Nike Skin in the toe, is Nike’s lightest ever. 

“Everybody notices, because it’s a competition for who has the most swag,” says Bennett, 

notorious for preferring perhaps the smallest shoulders pads ever in the NFL, and who lists 

Jordan IIIs, Air Max 95s, Nike Blazers and Dunks among his favorite sneakers.

Hall of Fame running back Marshall Faulk, once arguably the most electrifying weapon on 

the St. Louis Rams’ “Greatest Show on Turf” teams of ’99-01, agrees. “When you play, if you 

don’t like how something looks, or how a jersey feels, or your pants feel, you’re going to go 

out there and you just won’t feel right. To him,” Faulk says with a nod in Bennett’s direction, 

“that right look and that right feel, to him, means he’s going to ball.” —A B E  SC H WA D R O N

The fnal Nike basketball shoe that will be rocked by Kobe Bryant, NBA player, 

was unveiled at the Nike Vault in Downtown L.A.—the space was transformed 

into a full-blown innovation lab to introduce Bean’s 11th signature shoe. The 

Kobe 11 is an exquisite low cut silhouette that has fulflled Bryant and designer 

Eric Avar’s penchant for a supreme Flyknit upper that has never been seen 

before. For this historic sneaker, Nike developed a thermoplastic polyurethane 

(TPU) yarn for maximum strength. The 11 will be the frst to showcase this new 

iteration of Flyknit.

The entrance to the innovation lab featured black and white photos curated 

from Kobe’s previous 19 seasons with the Lakers. There were speakers 

carefully embedded throughout the photos that simulated the reaction of a 

cheering crowd while walking past. Every signature sneaker from Kobe’s line 

was staged perfectly inside the lab with the 11 as the shining centerpiece. The 

launch colorway of the Kobe 11 is the Achilles Heel—featuring a glorious red 

and black Flyknit upper that rests beautifully on a full-length Lunarlon foam 

sole. The back heel of the right side of the shoe features a logo of Greek God 

Achilles, a reference to Kobe’s career arc, while the left side has four parallel 

lines of raised stitching to symbolize the sutures from his surgery to repair his 

shredded Achilles heel, the injury that changed the course of his career. “It’s all 

the stories that we have in the product that make it special,” Kobe says. 

As Nike’s Innovation Director, Avar has worked with Kobe on every design in 

his shoe line—a unique relationship of two creative minds that has developed 

into a strong friendship over the years. Similar to his obsession with the 

development of his game, Kobe is intimately involved with the cobbling of his 

sneaker—he spends more time on this process than any other signature Nike 

athlete and it shows. 

“You’re starting to see us merge technologies that we’ve created at Nike 

and putting them into a single product,” explains Kobe of the January 9 re-

lease. “We believe in pushing boundaries and creating things that help athletes 

be better.”— N I M A Z A R R A B I

NIKE BASKETBALL’S KOBE 11 IS THE  

FINAL SIGNATURE SHOE KB WILL LACE 

UP AS AN ACTIVE NBA PLAYER.

the last  
meal
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Restore  
the Feeling

The NY RENS are helping return AAU basketball  

in the Big Apple to its glory days. 

by franklyn calle
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Historically known for 

producing some of the grittiest 

and most talented ballers in the 

sport, the write-up—along with 

similar ones in recent years—

tried to argue that the term 

might be outdated since the 

city hasn’t produced the same 

prospects, in terms of numbers, 

it once did during the ’50s, ’60s 

and ’70s. Even the ’80s and 

’90s had AAU programs like the 

Riverside Hawks and New York 

Gauchos reigning over the sum-

mer youth travel circuit. 

Over the last couple of de-

cades, though, the talent coming 

out declined. And as the number 

of club teams grew exponen-

tially throughout the city during 

the same time period, the pool 

of players became fragmented. 

With the shift came a void, as 

the city waited for a program to 

take Gotham back to national 

glory. 

Today, a youth program 

whose name pays homage to 

an NYC team that monumen-

tally changed and impacted the 

game during the frst half of the 

20th century has emerged as 

one of the top programs on the 

national level.    

With the help of a few coaches 

from the fve boroughs, the New 

Renaissance Basketball Associa-

tion was launched in September, 

2011. Named after the Harlem-

based New York Renaissance, 

which in 1923 became the frst 

all-black professional basketball 

team, the RENS were founded 

upon the principles of playing 

a hard-nosed, fundamentally 

sound game.  

Overseeing the development 

and growth of the NY RENS for 

the past two-plus years has been 

Andy Borman, who’s served 

as Executive Director since the 

summer of 2013. As the nephew 

of Duke Hall of Fame head coach 

Mike Krzyzewski and a member 

of the 2001 NCAA championship 

Blue Devils squad, Borman is no 

stranger to high-level basketball.

“We play the game the way 

it should be played,” he says, 

of the program’s philosophy. 

“You better hit the open man, 

you better look up the court, 

you better dig in on defense, 

you better box out, you better 

take good shots. If you’re about 

over-dribbling, or not looking 

up, howling—then go to another 

place. This is not for you.”

Currently with about 200 

kids in grades 2-11, it didn’t 

take long after its inception for 

results to show. With no sneaker 

sponsorship at launch time, the 

RENS landed a deal with adidas 

just one year later. By the sum-

mer of 2013, short of two years 

into existence, the program was 

already having its presence felt 

at the national stage. 

Its 14U squad fnished ninth 

at the eighth grade D1 AAU 

Nationals after going 8-1 in 

Orlando. The Florida trip capped 

off a season that saw the eighth 

grade squad capture seven con-

secutive titles at one point.

The team, whose kids are 

now high school juniors ready to 

compete at the pinnacle 17U lev-

el in the spring, was composed 

of Day 1 kids and with many 

now considered among the top 

prospects New York has to offer, 

from Christ the King’s Jose 

Alvarado, a 6-foot crafty guard 

with offers coming from schools 

in the Big East, Big Ten, ACC and 

AAC, to Mount Vernon’s Marco 

Morency, a 6-2 scoring guard 

whose offers list is expected to 

grow this coming season.

The following year, that same 

squad won the 15U adidas Su-

per 64 Championship in Vegas, 

with a perfect 8-0 record.

The momentum carried over 

to last summer, when the 17U 

group claimed the adidas’ Gold 

Bracket circuit championship 

behind 34 points from top-15 

national prospect Rawle Alkins 

at the Gauntlet Finale title 

game. Alkins, a 6-5 shooting 

guard from Brooklyn, was also 

joined by 6-4 guard Mustapha 

Heron, another fve-star nation-

al recruit and Auburn-commit. 

The team also featured Xavier-

signee Tyrique Jones, Holy 

Cross-signee Tyrone Cohen and 

Iona-signee Kai Mitchell.          

Just four-plus years in, the 

RENS went from a start-up (in a 

space of plenty) to being at the 

helm of the adidas circuit. Not 

only have they progressively 

drawn some of the top talent in 

the Northeast, they eventu-

ally drew the biggest brand in 

all of sports. In December, the 

RENS announced they had 

left adidas to join Nike’s EYBL 

(Elite Youth Basketball League) 

circuit, widely regarded as the 

most star-studded league of the 

three major shoe brands. 

“I don’t think anyone thought 

it would happen this quickly—

myself included,” says Borman 

of the RENS’ relatively quick 

rise nationally. “We’re excited—

Nike is the preeminent circuit. 

They’re the ones that created it 

and broke ground on it.” 

The program has also been 

making strides away from the 

hardwood. It has a one-of-a-

kind mentorship program that 

partners a St. Francis College 

education grad student with a 

student-athlete for free one-

to-one SAT prep sessions. It's 

also become the face of a gun 

violence activism campaign, 

which includes having an orange 

patch to raise awareness on 

their uniforms. NBA stars like 

Carmelo Anthony and Chris Paul 

have supported the initiative and 

many teams have voiced their 

desire to join in on the cause. 

The RENS’ national emer-

gence isn’t just indicative of 

what happens when highly 

talented players recognize their 

roles but also of New York’s own 

renaissance in the hoops world. 

Joining two other NYC-based 

programs in the Lightning and 

the PSA Cardinals on the Nike 

youth league, the Big Apple 

will be as highly repped as any 

other market in the most presti-

gious circuit of them all. 

“I think the idea that New 

York basketball is down is a 

complete myth,” says Borman. 

“New York is not down. New York 

is up. I think New York basketball 

is back. We’ve gotten kids that 

want to win. If you win, every-

thing else follows.” S                  
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In early 2015, the Wall Street Journal published  
an article that questioned whether New York  
City was still worthy of the “Mecca of Basketball”  
title it has proudly held for decades. 
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READY FOR EM
 GUARD DE’AARON FOX IS HEADING TO LEXINGTON NEXT FALL WITH A BURDEN  

OF EXPECTATIONS PLACED ON HIS SHOULDERS—AND HE CAN’T WAIT.

W O R D S  F R A N K LY N  C A L L E   H   P O RT R A I T S  L AY N E  M U R D O C H

L
ess than two full days 

since his 78-point 

Friday at the Cy Hoops 

Invitational (32 points, 

10 rebounds in the day game; 

46 points and 14 rebounds 

in the nightcap) in Houston, 

De’Aaron Fox is lounging in his 

room playing Call of Duty with 

a couple of friends online while 

breaking down the Kentucky 

Wildcats offense on a Sunday 

afternoon in mid-December. 

“I love the dribble-drive 

offense,” says Fox, who fnds 

himself averaging 35 points, 12 

rebounds and 6 assists, while 

already surpassing 40 points 

in four of his frst 11 games, 

as of press time. “You just 

put guys in the right spot and 

they just have to shoot it from 

there. It’s a lot of drive and 

kick-out threes. Coach [John] 

Calipari just makes it easier for 

his guards to play together.” 

Widely regarded as the top 

point guard in the Class of 

2016, Fox is expected to be a 

centerpiece of that offense  

in the fall when he arrives in 

Lexington, while reminding 

many of another great former 

guard who played under 

Coach Cal. “Everyone calls me 

John Wall 2.0—and I like the 

comparison,” says the Katy, TX, 

native. “Who wouldn’t enjoy be-

ing compared to a former No. 

1 pick? But right now, I think I 

shoot much better than he did, 

at least for high school.”

And while being heralded 

as the second coming of Wall 

might provide lofty expecta-

tions, Fox has shown fashes 

that back up the statements.  

Just like the Wizards’ All-

Star, who congratulated Fox on 

Twitter after committing to the 

Wildcats in November, the 6-3 

senior at Cypress Lakes can hit 

the accelerator with lightning 

speed in the open court. He can 

fnish strong in traffc and his 

athleticism allows him to get 

up and fy above the rim when 

need be. His agility and crafti-

ness can split the defense, and 

he can pull up as well. 

While playing last summer 

with Houston Hoops in the Nike 

EYBL (Elite Youth Basketball 

League), recognized as the top 

youth travel circuit, he also led 

the league in assists and steals.   

Big Blue Nation is expected 

to welcome in another star-

studded freshmen class. Joining 

Fox in the backcourt will be 

Arkansas-bred shooting guard 

Malik Monk, another top-10 

national prospect and one of his 

close friends. Additionally, pow-

er forward and high-fyer Edrice 

“Bam” Adebayo, another top-10 

recruit, has signed, along with 

top-30 bigs Wenyen Gabriel and 

Sacha Killeya-Jones.  

While there’s still plenty of 

time before the spotlight shines 

on them, the group has already 

begun the teamwork process. 

Killeya-Jones and Gabriel made 

their pledges to the program 

frst and thus were in communi-

cation, but when Fox came to a 

decision, a group chat was born. 

“I told them I was going to 

Kentucky before I ended up 

committing so we started the 

group chat a little early,” he 

says. “The day before Bam com-

mitted, he told Wenyen and so 

Wenyen added him to the group 

chat before he committed. And 

then Malik committed a couple 

of days later and then I brought 

him into the group chat. At this 

point, we’re all just bonding and 

getting to know each other bet-

ter—build team chemistry. We 

talk almost every day. We just 

want to show up to Lexington 

and try to win a championship 

at the end of the day.”  

In the meantime, Fox plans 

to continue learning to deal 

with the extra attention that is 

given to him—not by fans but 

by opposing defenders. Espe-

cially since it may not go away 

at the next level.   

“Every year of high school 

I’ve been double-teamed or 

triple-teamed—that’s probably 

the biggest obstacle I’ve had 

to overcome,” he admits. “Just 

learning how to adapt like the 

best players in the world do. At 

this point, I’m just trying to have 

fun, get big numbers and win.” S 
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“Everyone calls 
me John Wall 

2.0, and I like the 
comparison. 

But right now, 
I think I shoot 
much better 

than he did, at 
least for high 

school.”
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A late bloomer who didn’t play varsity until his junior year at DeMatha, combo guard Markelle Fultz is one of the rare players from 
the DMV who slipped under the radar. The 6-4, 170-pound Fultz, who will be traveling across the country to play college ball at the 
University of Washington, has emerged as a consensus fve-star recruit and is living up to the billing early in his senior year. At the 
Chicago Elite Classic, Fultz led DeMatha to a win over LeBron’s alma mater St. Vincent-St. Mary with 23 points and 6 assists. 

With the ball in his hands, Fultz is slippery in traffc and keeps his dribble low. Always playing with his head up, he is a threat 
to pull up, drive or fnd a cutting player with a nice bounce pass. Described as smooth by most scouts and evaluators, Fultz has an 
underrated explosive element to his game. His style will remind Washington fans of a player they should already be very familiar 
with. “I’ve been watching a lot of Jamal Crawford’s game and think I’ve got a little bit of him in me,” says Fultz. “I’ve always liked 
Jamal but when I went out there and met him in person, I started looking at my flm and seeing some of the things that we both 
do. Knowing how to use the backboard to make crazy shots and little things like that.” 

Coming from a DeMatha program that has a long history of sending guards like Victor Oladipo and Jerian Grant to top-tier 
programs and the NBA, the big picture vision isn’t lost on Fultz. “That’s the thing I love about DeMatha—a lot of greats have come 
through here,” he says. “Once I leave and hopefully make the NBA, I’ll be considered one of the greats at DeMatha and one of the 
players that people talk about for a long time. I want to leave history behind my name.”— P E T E R  WA LS H

MF DOOM
MARKELLE FULTZ  Hyattsville (MD) DeMatha, 6-4, G

The highest-rated New York City recruit to elect 

to stay home and attend St. John’s since Maurice 

Harkless did so in 2011, Shamorie Ponds’ decision 

has provided a fair share of excitement to a fan 

base that in recent years saw one local recruit 

after another turn down the opportunity to play at 

Madison Square Garden. 

A top-50 national prospect in the Class of 

’16, the crafty, 6-0 point guard decided to take a 

chance not only on the struggling program but 

on rookie head coach Chris Mullin, a former NBA 

All-Star and Red Storm alum. “Two Brooklyn guys, 

both lefties, coming from the same hometown and 

playing at St. John’s,” says Ponds of the similarities 

with his future head coach. “I saw what he did and 

it made me want to follow in his footsteps.” 

Known for his elusiveness and scoring prowess, 

Ponds also considered Minnesota, Providence and 

Creighton. His national buzz hit a new level last 

season after averaging 25 points, 8.6 rebounds and 

5.7 assists as a junior, leading Thomas Jefferson to 

the city semifnals. The loss changed his approach 

and the results paid off with a new level of asser-

tiveness on the AAU circuit.   

“Now I just like to play with a lot of anger inside 

of me,” says the Brooklynite, who posted a stat line 

of 44 points, 9 rebounds and 7 assists in early De-

cember. “I feel like we could have won that [semis] 

game if I was more aggressive. I had to learn along 

the way to play with a lot of fre and a lot of anger. It 

made me so much better.”— F R A N K LY N  CA L L E 

BIG FISH
SHAMORIE PONDS
Brooklyn (NY) Thomas Jeferson, 6-0, G
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When we caught up with him in November, Kyle Guy was on his way to a Purdue game. But fear 
not, Virginia fans: Your top recruit wasn’t firting with another suitor. As Guy says, “I have a lot of 
friends who play for Purdue.”

A 6-3, 165-pound senior at Indianapolis’ Lawrence Central HS, Guy is the Hoosier State’s top 
prospect in 2016. Despite interest from all the home-state schools, he decided UVA was for him—and that was even before 
the Cavaliers’ 19-0 start last season. Guy says he connected with Coach Tony Bennett and jumped at the opportunity to 
help the defensively minded Hoos take the next step. “I can shoot the ball, but I don’t like being labeled a shooter, so I’ve 
really worked to take my game to another level,” he says. “I feel I can do a little bit of everything.”

He showed as much last summer, when his play at NBPA Top 100 Camp boosted his already high stock. Describing his 
attack-minded style, Guy says he studies Stephen Curry and Damian Lillard. “I’m someone who likes to defy the odds, and 
I never care if someone’s bigger than me,” he says. In the meantime, the dude who calls himself “King Wavy”—inspired by 
the G-Eazy and Kyle joint—on Twitter is focused on hardware: a Mr. Basketball crown and a state title.— RYA N  J O N ES

I LIKE
KYLE GUY  Indianapolis (IN) Lawrence North, 6-3, G

You know when everything 

just fts together? You can’t 

put your fnger on one thing 

and say that is why this 

will be amazing, but as the 

saying goes: When you know, 

you know.

When it came time for 

Elizabethtown senior Erin 

Boley to commit to a univer-

sity, she couldn’t pick one 

exact reason that led her to 

sign with Notre Dame. But 

she knew it was the place 

for her.

“After I got on campus, I 

felt like everything about it ft 

me as a person. There wasn’t 

one thing I could think of 

that was bad about it. There 

was no downside to it,” she 

says. 

From coaches to players, 

from academics to atmo-

sphere—Boley loved it all. 

Out of 20-plus schools that 

tried to recruit her, Notre 

Dame won. 

Before she treks up 300 

miles to South Bend, Boley 

has another goal on her 

radar: win a state cham-

pionship with her current 

Panthers squad. “I haven’t 

won one yet, so I’m looking 

forward to being able to 

compete with [my team] and 

shoot for that goal one more 

time,” Boley says.

Her versatility on-court 

is a promising asset that’ll 

help get that state chip. In 

her frst game of the season, 

Boley scored 28 points on 12-

13 shooting to go along with 

10 rebounds, 4 assists and 2 

steals in a 70-28 blowout win. 

Not a bad start at all.

It seems things will only 

get better from here. 

— H A B E E BA H USA I N

PERFECT FIT
ERIN BOLEY  Hodgenville (KY) Elizabethtown, 6-2, F

We fnally started the season and I feel like we’re 
doing really well. We got some great quality wins 
over some really good teams. We’ve only lost one 
game and that’s to Oak Hill, but we made some 
crucial mistakes there at the end that cost us and I 
wish we could have that back. But I like our chanc-
es so far. We have started 5-1 as of mid-December. 

We went to Chicago in early December. The 
trip went great. I love the city and we had a lot of 
fun. We got to walk around downtown and I got to 
try Harold’s Chicken—it’s very popular in Chicago. 
I just got some regular wings with hot sauce and 
ketchup. We were in town for two days. We played 
against Miller Grove of Georgia there. The game 
went really well. I fnished with 40 but, more 
importantly, got the win.   

Then we played against Malik Monk’s team at 
home. That was a great game. We both put on a 
show for the fans and I’m excited that everyone got 
a chance to see both of us play well. I fnished with 
40 points again (and 17 rebounds). Malik had 36 
points. Just glad we got the win. Last year we lost 
our frst game of the season to Malik’s Bentonville 
team and then won the next four after that to start. 

Malik and I are really good friends of the 
court. He came over to the house after the game 
because they stayed in town. We actually were 
looking at the last SLAM issue with him in it when 
he came over.      

We have a lot of out-of-state tournaments 
coming up over the next month. We go to Florida 
for City of Palms for the frst six days of Christmas 
break and come back on Christmas Eve. Three 
days after that we have our own Christmas 
tournament. And then on January 1, we go to West 
Virginia and then a couple of weeks later we go to 
Hoophall in Massachusetts. 

We’re looking forward to it. We always enjoy 
those high-caliber games against the best players 
and teams in the country. It really elevates our team 
and gets us ready for our state tournament run. 

We are 2-0 in league play. One of them was 
against the school my dad coaches, Christian 
Brothers. It was a good win, by 13, and a big crowd. 
A lot of trash talking with my dad but I’m now 4-1 
against him!             

BASKETBALL DIARY

JAYSON TATUM
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FROZEN 
MOMENT

One of our more-storied cov-

ers, at least in some corners 

of the basketball world, 

featured the 2010 Kentucky 

Wildcats, as led by John 

Calipari and John Wall with 

support from Eric Bledsoe, 

Patrick Patterson, and this 

guy, DeMarcus Cousins. If you 

know the game like we do, 

you’ve got to be surprised it’s 

taken this long for Boogie to 

be back on page 1. But we’re 

happy he is.

BEFORE  
THE  
MADNESS
DeMarcus Cousins,  
February, 2010
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Charged CushioningTM absorbs impact 

and converts it into a responsive burst to 

make your frst step and every change 

of direction explosive.

Control the game with seamless 
precision ft and quick feel of

UA Speedform® Technology.
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